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Abstract
Regional and Firm Level Human Capital Effects on the Rate of Innovation in Food
Processing Firms in Canada. By Vahid Omidvar
(Adviser: Derek Brewinl)

Maintaining a competitive edge in the food processing sector requires continued
innovation. This thesis explored various factors which might determine innovative
activity within food processing f,rrms in Canada. It included data from the In¡ovation in
the Food Processing Industry Survey by Statistics Canada. The central theme of this
thesis was to study the effect of different education levels and regional effects on the

probability of innovation in food processing fìrms in Canada. Using several alternative
probit estimations, this paper found that firm size and market competition scales had a
positive effect on innovation. Rural firms and hrms with lower internal or regional
education levels had fewer product innovations but these firms did not appear to have
fewer process innovations.
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Chapter

I

1.1 Introduction
Solow (1957) argued that economic growth

is not

caused

by

conventional

endowments of labor and capital but by changing the quality oflabor through advances in

technology and better use of capital. This argument was supported by the rapid economic

growth of the so called Asian Tigers. Lucas (1993) claimed that the rapid economic
growth and development in East Asian countries was not a miracle but a calculated
regardless

of

sex, cìass and income. These investments have increased the quantity and the quality

of

movemel'ìt which started years earlier by investing in education

education

ofall people

in these countries and, according to a World Bank's reporl (1993), these

investments have caused the cognitive skill levels of secondary school graduates in Easi

Asian economies to be comparable to or, even higher than, graduates in high-income
countries.

The importance of education and human capital to economic growth has been
brought out in many studies. Lucas (1988) and Solow (1957) developed models that
specify educafion as a critical force that generates technological progress in any industry.

In these models, education, or more generally human capital, which includes experience
and less formal training, carr be viewed as a critical input for innovation and R&D

activities (Van Den Berg, 2001). From these perspectives, education

is

seen as an

intentional effort to increase the resources needed for creating new ideas, and thus any
increase

in education will directly accelerate technological progress by creating

new

knowledge.

Human capital has redehned and reshaped the structure of many industries in
advanced countries. In the past, most fìrms believed that there are two methods that can

ensure continuous profit and future survival in the market. These two methods are:
reducing the costs of production or improving the quality of the products. By reducing

the cost of production, firms compete on price and this

will

attract new customers. In

addition, by maintaining or improving the quality of product, they can keep their current
customer's happy which would assure future profitability. Companies discovered that in

order to maintain a competitive edge in the market and attract new customers and
maintain their old customers, they need to innovate regularly (Porter and Stern, 2001).

This implies that human capital and knowledge are key elements in the innovation
process and a major tool for growth (Van Den Berg, 2001).

There is a strong link between human capital and productivity in any industry.

Unlike physical capital which is subject to diminishing returns, human capital may not

have diminishing returns. Through continuous education and learning
employees can increase their stock

of knowledge and even

by

doing,

generate externalities by

interacting among each other. This means that human capital in ma:ry industlies is seen
as paft

of a continuing cycle of in¡ovation and investment that can generate long term

profitability and growth (Van Den Berg,2001). In addition, human capital not only
increases the

profitability in the firm by inventing new products but it also ensures the

existence of the firm in the future. These characteristics of human capital are the main
force in today's knowledge based economy.

The term imovation has taken on many different meanings over the years
(Verbees and Meulenberg, 200Ð. Generally, innovation

is

defined as

"a new

or

significantly improved product (goods or services) introduced in the firm (AIasia, 2005)."

In¡ovation can occur at any level

of a firm or organization

such as: marketing,

manufacturing, research, frnance and personal management (Keegan and Seringhaus,
1ee9).

Verbees and Meulenberg (2004) suggest there are two categories of innovation:
sustaining and disruptive in¡ovation. Sustaining innovations enhance "the performance

of established products, along the dimensions of performance that mainstream customers
in major markets historically have valued".
Food processing and other agriculture related industries play a critical part in the

rural economy as well as a whole country's economy (Munnich and Schrock, 2002).
Similar to other industries, innovation in food processing plants plays a very impoftant

lole in the economic prosperity of firms. However, imovations in food

processing

establishments face formidable challenges in an increasingly knowledge-based economy

and these challenges are caused by many factors. The first factor is globalization and
cheap transportation. In the past, most food processing firms had access to inexpensive
natural resources and relatively low labor costs because they were located in rural areas.

However, with globalization and low transpoftation costs, these competitive advantages
have declined drarnatically (Munnich and Schrock, 2002). The inability to achieve an
appropriate economic scale is another factor that reduces the innovation rate

in

food

processing firms. It has been reported that large firms can produce more innovation per
year than smaller firms (Rogers, 2004). A lack of modern teclmology is yet another factor

that reduces the rate of innovation in food processing plants. Shefer and Frenkel (1998)
show that modern tech¡ologies do not travel fast enough to rural areas and this would
reduce the rate of in¡ovation in food processing establishments in rural areas. However,

one successful and recognized plan that can increase the rate of imovation is hiring a
more highly educated labor force (Mumich and Schrock, 2002).

The emphasis shown by food processing firms to hire an educated labor force is
an indication that they are moving toward a knowledge based economy. The high demand

for an educated labor force is due to the fact that an educated employee is better

at

creating, implementing, and adopting new technologies (Benhabib and Spiegel, 1994). In

addition, education enhances one's ability to receive, decode and understand information
and these attributes allow firms to generate growth by improving methods of production

or creating new products that appeal to greater consumer segments (Lin, 1991). However,

there

is little empirical

research

to conhrm the effect of education on the rate of

inr.rovation in the food processing industry (Lopez, 1985).

1.2 Objective
The importance of education is clearly documented in many empirical articles, but

there are not many publications that link the relation between human capital

and

innovation in the food processing sector ofNofih America, especially in Canada. Thus, it
is the goal

ofthis thesis to establish

a model that

highlights the linkages between skill and

innovation in Canada's food processing sector. Using two surveys, this thesis will try to
show the link between education and the rate of innovation in food processing firms. The

two surveys are the "Survey of Innovation" (Please refer to Appendix A for viewing this
survey) conducted by the Agricultural Policy Research Network at the University of
Saskatchewan in 200512006 and the "lrurovation in the Food Processing Induslry Survey"
(Please refer to Appendix C
Canada in 2003.

for viewing this survey) which was conducted by Statistics

Unlike past literature on education and innovation, this paper's objective is to
study the effect of education on the rate of innovation in the food processing sector in
Canada. This paper aims to discover the effect of education on the rate

of innovation by

two methods: one by analyzing the education levels within each firm on the rate of
innovation and secondly, to see the effect of the regional education level on the rate of
innovation in the food processing sector. This thesis addresses two main questions: Do
employees with a master's degree produce more imovations than employees with a
bachelor's degree in food processing plants? The same question can apply to regional
education levels. Do firms located in a region with a high number of individuals with post
secondary education produce more innovation than firms located in a region with a low
number ofindividuals with post secondary education? This thesis tries to find answers for
these two questions by studying the education levels at the hrm and regional level for
Cauadian food processing hrms.

This thesis also aims to discover the determinants of innovation at the firm level
in the food processing sector. This secondary objective is to understand tlie functioning of
various regional, industrial and firm variables on the rate of innovation. In addition, this
thesis tries to specify desirable factors and mechanisms to encourage product and process

innovation in food processing establishments in Canada.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

2,1 Education, Human Capital and Innovation
Becker (1993) indicated that training is one of the most impoftant investments in
human capital. Schumpeter (1934) argued that an increase in the stock of human capital

will

increase the in¡ovation rate.

The importance of training and human capital on the rate of innovation has been
investigated by many researchers. Baldwin and Johnson (1995), Mincer (1989), Lillard

and Tan (1986) and Bartel and Lictenberg (1986) have clearly stated that the human
capital and education levels play a signihcant role in determining the rate of innovation in

different sectors. Hunan capital is the principle element
because

in any imovative activity

it is an employee's capability, motivation, education and vision that generates

new product or process innovation in manufacturing sectors.

Bound and Johnson (1992) argued that the demand for skilled workers in
developed countries has increased dramatically in the past 30 years and these demands
are driven by a greater pace

of skill based technological advance. This pattern was also

observed by Kahn and Lim (1998). These authors suggest that in the last 25 years, there
have been dramatic changes in the way goods are produced by hrms. During this period,

firms replaced unskilled workers with more educated employees and highly automated
equipment. This coincides with a lower demand for low-skilled labor in OECD countries.

Wilh the globalization and modemization of many industries, it is not surprising that
demand and wages

lor unskilled labor have declined sharply in the past few

decades

(Berman, Bound and Machin, 1998). Berman, Bound and Machin (1998) suggest that

U.S. real wages for workers with 12 or fewer years of education fell by 26 percent
between 1979 and 1993 and had not recovered bv 1998.

The sarne pattem was observed in Canada. Gera, Gu and Lin (2001) showed that
the wages for skilled workers in Canada increased between 1981 and 1994. However, the

wages for unskilled workers declined dramatically in the same period. Table

I

shows

that unskilled wages in manufacturing in Canada declined by 6.25 percent during 198194, the wages for skilled workers increased by 6.25 percent. The skilled portion of the
labor force was credited with increasing the productivity of the manufacturing sector by
giving it the ability to adapt to technological changes (Khan and Lim, 1 998). Baldwin and

Lin (2001)

argue that advanced technologies have a wide range

"improving

in

of benefits such

as:

productivity, product quality and working conditions, reduction in

production costs associated with such factors as lower labor requirements and inventory,
reduced material and energy consumption, increased equipment utilization and reduced

product innovation." In addition, Gera, Gu and Lin hypothesize a positive relationship
bet\ /een new technologies and educated workers in Canada and this relationship is shown

in Figure

1.
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Figure 1 Raw correlation between changes in skilled wage bill and changes in patent
stock
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Source: Gera, Gu and Lin (2001)

Huiban and Bouhsina (1998) studied the effect
innovation. They use
education levels on

a linear regression model to

of the quality of labor on

evaluate the effect

of

finns' in¡ovation rates. They analyze the effect of

different

managers,

technicians, administrative and sales intermediates, foremen and engineers on the ¡ate of

innovation and they conclude that education rates have a positive and significant effect
on the rate of in¡ovation. However, education rates for managers, administrative and sale

intermediates and foremen have a small or no effect on the rate of innovation in the firms.

They argue that this correlation is due to the fact that engineers have acquired the skill
and the knowledge through their fonnal education and these acquisitions enable them to

play a role in about every case of in¡ovation.

Love and Roper (2001) developed three models to study the relationship between
different variables and the rate of innovation in some Western European countries. The
frrst model looks at the importance of industry level effects, the second model looks at
the importance of regional facto¡s and the third model looks at the firms' characteristics

in determining the rate of innovation within the hrms. They discover that the employees
with a graduate degree have a positive and significarìt effect on the rate of irmovation.
They showed that an increase in the numbers ofthe graduate workforce increased the rate

of innovation by 0.46 percent in Germany. The effect of having an employee with

a

bachelor degree was negattve for the rate of innovation of firms in the United Kingdom
and lreland.

Mincer (1989) claimed that physical capital and technological changes are more
complementary with skilled labor than unskilled (raw) labor. This means that an educated

worker can deal more "effectively with a rapidly changing environment, or with
temporary disequilibria resulting from technological changes" (l\4incer, 1989). The food
processing sector had one of the lowest productivity levels in the U.S. in past decades.

Generally, they hire low skilled labor rather than a more educated labor force. This low

skilled labor ca¡rìot deal with new technologies and may not have the resources to
innovate new products or new operation systems.

It is not surpdsing to see this low

productivity level and unskilled labor coincide with a low rate of innovation

as estimated

by Baldwin and Johnson in 1995 in the food processing sector in Ca¡ada.

Baldwin and Johnson (1995) study the effect of humarì capital development on
innovation in small and medium sized firms in Canada. These authors found that training

is closely related to in¡ovation productivity in small and medium size frms in Ca¡ada.

Their study finds "strong evidence for the hypothesis that human capital development

facilitated by training

is

complementary

to innovation and technological

change"

(Baldwin a¡d Johnson, 1995). In addition, this study finds that training incidence is found
to be closely related to the importance that a firm gives to research and development, the
use

ofnew technologies and many other strategies that are related to innovation. Human

capital that is developed at the firms through haining increases the rate of in¡ovation

within the f,rrms, possibly because firms have created a conducive atmosphere for
in¡ovative activities.

Kelly and Hageman (i999) investigate the effect of resea¡ch and development on
the rate of innovation in different sectors in the U.S. They focus their study on the
number of patents that each worker produces in each industry and their results can be

viewed in TabIe 2. From this table, it is clear that food and kindred products have the
lowest number ofpatents produced per worker. These authors also examined the effect

of

different attributes of labor such as: the employment in the sector, the fiaction of adult
population with four or more years of coÌlege education, the mean number of employees

per establishment and the sector's employment as

a

fraction

of

manufacturing

employment in the state on the rate of in¡ovation for 12 different industrial sectors in the

u.s. in

1987. They found that 4 years of post secondary schooling had a positive effect

on 11 out of 12 sectors in improving the ¡ate of innovation. As a result, they concluded

that the education level of the employees in the firms played an important part in
determining the rate of innovation within the firms. in addition, this study showed that
employees with a bachelor degree would increase the rate ofinnovation.

l0

Love and Roper (1999) investigate three possible routes by which firms may
obtain ingredients for in¡ovation: training and hiring educated workers, tech-nology
transfer and networking. These authors consider these three models because they strongly
believe that extemal and intemal networks of information and collaboration are the key
elements

for successful innovation outputs. The intemal network refers to the amount of

education available within the firms and the amount ofresearch and development budget

available to carry out innovative activities. These authors argued that extemal factors
such as sectoral innovation intensity and regional innovation intensity

will

have some

effect on the rate of innovation in the firms. The results showed that undertaking research
and development in the hrm
these authors found that firms

will

increase the rate

of innovation activity. Surprisingly,

with a research and development department in the plant

have a lower rate of innovation. Once again, these authors study the effect of graduate
education among workers in the firm on the rate of in¡ovation. This model shows that
increasing the graduate labor force increases the rate of innovation.
Table 2 Number

of

works in

t981

Name

Number of patents
Per 10,000 workers

Food and Kind¡ed Products
Textile Mill products
Chemicals and allied produce¡s
Petroleum a¡d natural Êas
Rubber and miscellaneous nlastic nrnducls
Stone. clav. plass and concrete nroducts
Primarv metal
Fabricated metal oroducts
Machinery, except electrical
Electrical and electronic machinerv
Transportation equipment
Professional and scientific instruments
Source: Love and Roper q1999)

0 353

1l

0.630
0,542
0.569
0.670
0.470
0.923
0.504
0.526
0.644
0.579
0.742

2.2 Locztion and Innovation
A central issue discussed in the scientific literatu¡e is the question whether
geographic boundaries within the country play an important parl in determining the rate

of innovation. Many researches

such as: Lìttle and Tries (1996), Gale (1998) artd

McGranahan (2002) have studied the effect of rural areas on the rate of irurovations in
manufacturing firms in North America. These authors concluded that rural areas mainly

focus on primary production and manufacturing that require low skilled labor, lower
education levels and use older equipment.

Alderman and Davies (1990) show that there are some key regional variations in
determining the rate of innovation in manufacturing sectors. Baptista (2000) establishes a

model with the regional density of technologies close to firms in order to examine the

effects

of the

geographìcal environment

on the speed of innovation. This

model

concludes that basic research infrastructure and information iniastructure have a positive

and signihcant effect on the speed of innovation. For instance, having other hrms in the

region that have already adopted a technology may increase the rate of subsequent
adoption.

Adutertsch a¡d Feldman (1996) also investigated the rate

of

innovation in

different geographic regions in the U.S. In thei¡ model, they study the effect of natural
resources, scale of production, transportation costs and skilled labor of different regions
on the rate ofinnovation. These authors discover that coastal states such as Califomia and

New England produce more innovations per year than other states. Silicon Valley in
Califomia is a frontier in developing computers and computer components a¡d New
England is a leader in innovation in healy machinery and equipment. These coastal states
are also leaders

in investment i¡r education in the nation. On the othe¡ hand.

T2

states that

generally produce agricultural products in the Midwest and central part of the

us

create

very few innovations per year and invest less in their people. This lack of investment in
innovation and education in regions with high agricultural production may cause fewer
new product and process innovations in the agri-food sector. This study shows that the
education level

of

regions with high investments

in

education has a positive and

signifìcant effect on the rate of imovation.
Feldman a¡d Audretsch (1999) studied the effect of the composition of economic

activity in a geographic region on the rate of innovation within the firms. By using the

United States Small Business Administration Innovation Data Base (SBIDB), they
discovered that the specialization

of

economic activities within a region does not

necessarily promote innovative output. clusters of firms within a region did not increase

their rate of innovation. Rather, this study found that "diversity across complementary
economic activities sharing a common science base is more conducive to in¡ovation than

is specialization" (Feldman and Audretsch, 1999). Furthermore, the results in this study
showed that the degree

of local competition for new ideas within a region is

more

conducive to innovative activities than is a local monopoly.
Shefer and Frenkel (1998) conducted a study to analyze the link between location
and innovation. They claimed that small cities a¡d rwa.l a¡eas have many disadvantages
compared to urban areas because information and economic activities do not reach these

non-metropolitan areas at a rapid pace. These authors hypothesize that the difÍùsion of
írmovation

in

space follows a pattem from core regions

to a periphery. The rate of

irmovation tends to gradually decline in intensity from the heart of a core metropolis
outwa¡d. This decline in the rate of in¡ovation is caused by extemal factors such as: the

t3

quality of labor sources, "the degree of cooperation and collaboration among firms a¡d
the degree of economies of localization and agglorneration" (Shefer and Frenkel, 199g).

As a result, this study shows that firms located away from the metropolis a¡ea will have
lower rate of innovation compared to other firms that are located within the metropolis
aIea.

Baptista (2000) argued that flrms in major urban cities

will have a higher

rate

of

irmovation compared to the same frrms that are located away from major cities for two

main reasons. First, tech¡icians and employees have more interaction with

other

colleagues in the same helds or closely related areas. These interactìons enable people to

combine their ideas and use each other's expertise in order to develop a new product. The
second reason is that hrms in major cities have access to a bigger pool of workers with

different capabilities and backgrounds (Baptista, 2000). In contrast, frrms in small towns

have access to small numbers

of

potential workers with limited expertise. Thìs

observation coincides with Bollman's 1999 study. Bollman shows that 65 percent of

people living in metropolitan a¡eas

in

Canada (with a core

of

100,000 inhabitants or

more) have grade 12 or higher education. However, only 40 percent of the population

living outside metropolitan areas have grade 12 or higher education.

Major cities and urba¡ areas have more resotrtces such as major universities,
research facilities, provincial and federal information agencies and modem laboratories

(Baptista, 2000). These resources can provide the latest information in different formats

to firms, a¡d educated workers in these firms can use these resources in order to invent
new products. Similar arguments were also provided by Munnich and Schrock (2002).
These autho¡s found that firr.'s closer to urban a¡eas have higher productivity rates

t4

because they a¡e closer
access to better and

to big markets where they can sell their goods and they

have

highly qualified labor markets. This accessibility means that firms

can choose among more competent workers compared to other firms that are located in

rural areas. These reasons explain higher innovative activities in these concenfrated
regions.
Sternberg (2000) states that the long-term growth of a business or any regìon in

highly industrialized natìons depends on their ability to contìnually develop and produce
innovative products. Fu¡thermore, innovation requires information and knowledge and
these elements are principal factors for successful innovation in a region (Jewkes, Sawers

and Stillerman, 1969). One way to increase the stock of knowledge within any region or

nation is through collective learning (Keeble and Wilkinson, 1999). Collective leaming
through local networks enables different participants to combine their information a¡rd

knowledge and

this

enables these agents

to

better recognize successful ma¡ket

information and technologies. Therefore, educated workers recognize the importance of
networks in determining the rate of irurovation within their own firm and they voluntarily

involve themselves within these networks (Lawson and Lomez, 1999).

2.3 Firm Characteristics ând Innovâtion
2.3.1 Size
Rogers (2004) studied the effect

managers on the rate

of

oftraining and education ofboth employees and

innovation in manufacturing and non,manufacturing firms.

Rogers calculates the rate

of investment on training in each firm by measuring the

expenditure on formal training on

full time effective

employees and he calls this

coeffrcient "training intensity". Training i¡tensity was negative and insignificant in
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explaining the rate

of in¡ovation in

manufacturing and non-manufacturing hrms.

Interestingly, Rogers (2002) discovered that training intensity does not play any
significant role in explaining the rate of innovation regardless of the size of firms. He
measu¡ed the effect of training intensity for firms

with 1-4 employees, 5-19 employees,

20-99 employees and 100+ employees.
Röder, Herrmann and Connor (2000) claim that

fim

size has a significant role in

determining the rate of in¡ovations in food processing plants in the U.S. In addition,

Traill and Meulenberg (2002) and Acs and Audertsch (1988) study the effect of firm size
on the rate of innovation in food processing plants in Europe and US, respectively. Traill

and Meulenberg showed that firms with 50 to 99 employees had the highest rate of

innovation among food processing plaats in Europe. On average> firms of this size
generally produce 2.13 innovations per year which is 2.87 times higher than firms with 0

to 9 employees. The same pattem is observed in the US. Larger firms (firms with more
than 500 employees) generally produce more innovation per year than smaller firms
(firms with less than 500 employees).

2.3.2 Ownership

Empirical research studying the effect of ownership structùe on the rate of
innovation show mixed results. Criscuolo and Martin (i 998) study the effect of different
ownership on businesses in the UK. These authors discover that foreign owned firms
operating in the UK produce more output per worker tha¡ LIK owned firms. OrtegaArgíles, Moreno and Caralt (2005) also studied the relationship between ownership and

imovation in hrms in Scotland. These authors showed that foreign owned firms had

lower rate

of

in¡ovation than non-foreign o¡.r'ned hrms.
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In

a

addition, Traill and

Meulenberg (2002) studied the nature of ownership þublic, private and co-operative) on
the rate of i¡¡ovation. This study showed that the rate of innovation does not depend on
the type of ownership and all three tlpes have a positive and significant effect on the rate

of ilulovation.

Hanel (2000) studied the effect

of different o\ lnership structures on the

intemational spillover of technology in Canada. He showed that foreign owned firms do

not contribute signìficantly to the spillover of technology in Canada. This implies that
foreign owned firms do not have any advantages over Canadia¡ owned firms in
developing new product or process innovations.

In addition, Baldwin, Sabourin a¡d

Smith (2003) evaluated the effect of different ownership in the food processing sector in
Canada. These authors argued that "foreign ownership may not only affect whether more

advanced manufacturing technologies are used, but also how effective the technologies
are in terms of generating productivity growth" (Baldwin, Sabourin and Smith, 2003).

2.3.3 Research and Development Budget
Rogers (2002) and Acs and Audretsch (1988) found that R&D expenditures play a

positive and significant effect in determining the rate of innovation. These authors claim

that the more resources devoted to research and development, the higher the rate of
innovation. This claim is also confirmed by Schumpeter's model (Schumpeter, 1934).
Schumpeter's model shows that an increase

in

resources devoted

to

research and

development would shift the PVI (Present Value of Innovation) curve upward and this

shift, keeping other factors constant, would increase the number of imovations per year.
Rogers (2002) empirical work confirms

this. He reports that R&D
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expenditure has a

positive effect on the rate of innovation. Acs and Audretsch (1988) also found that an
increase in the research and development budget would increase the rate of innovation.

Harris and Trainor (1995) studied the effect ofresearch and development budgets
on the probability of innovation in a firm. These authors hypothesized that there was

a

positive correlation across the firms between research and development budget and
innovation outputs. Harris and Trainor found that a one percent increase in a research and
development budget would increase the rate of innovation by 1.060 percent. In addition,

they evaluate the effect of expenditure on capital such as machinery, equipment and
building on the rate of innovation. They show that the expenditure on plant, machinery
and

building per employee has a positìve and significant effect on the rate of in¡ovation

in these firms.

2.3.4 Capital Intensity

De Long and Summers (1993) and Temple and Voth (1998) suggest there
strong relations between equipment investment and the rate

of innovation in

are

many

manufacturing firms. They showed that acquiring the latest techlology enabled the firm

to captue the tecbnology content of the new equipment and this expanded the stock of
informatìon available within the firms. Another benefìt of new equipment and machinery
is that

it enables the firms to expand its stock ofknowledge through leaming-by-doing on

new machines (De Long and Summers, 1992). These investments help the firm to be
more competitive and have more resources devoted to innovative activity which would
inc¡ease the rate of innovation within the frrms.

Baldwin and Lin (2001) conclude that advanced tecbnology, machinery and
equipment provide a wide range of benefits for in¡ovative firms. In theory, this capital

l8

should increase the number

of i¡novations pet year because workers' skills

increased after working wìth the modem tech¡ology. This increase

have

in the stock of

knowledge within the firms enables workers and innovators to combine more ideas and
tools together in order to develop a new product or a new processing method. In addition,

the availability of the machinery and equipment in the firms have another benefit for
innovative firms because workers are forced to increase the years of their training in
order to work with these modem tecbnologies.

Beaumont and Schorder (1997), Rischel and Bums (1997) and Small (1998) show
that the availability of the latest technoìogy in the hrm increases productivity, improves

flexibility, enlances the quality of products and reduces production costs. Firms
acquire these modem and advanced technologies by either purchasing them
markets or inventing them within the

in

firm (Van Den Berg, 2001). The first

can

open

option

pofirays a firm as a follower in the market. These firms usually do not have any
competitive advantages in the market because the inventor of the technologies already
gains the benefit from fhese new technologies. However, those firms that invent new
technologies within their firm are leaders in the market and these leaders can obtain

a

temporary monopoly ìn the market through 'creative destruction' (Schumpeter, 1934).
This implies that inventors have the ability to sepatate themselves f¡om other firms in the

market and create a market niche (Van Den Berg, 2001). There are many rewards in
obtaining a market niche within the ildustry. Firms possessing these market niches ca¡
use their surplus prof,rts

in upgrading thei¡ facilities, expanding their operations

a:rd

investing in their employees. P¡evious sections show that big firms with highly educated
people and modem technologies have better capabilities to invent new products. As a
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result, a firm that invents a new product or a process irmovation has a better chance in
deveìoping future irurovations (Munnich and Schrock, 2002).

In a study conducted by Lööf and Heshmati (2000), capital intensity had

an

insignifìcant effect on the rate of in¡ovation. In addition, Acs and Audertsch (1988) came

to the same conclusion that capital intensity did not have any effect on the rate of
innovation. The effect of capital intensity on the rate of innovation in Canada is unclear.

Baldwin and Johnson (1995) did not find any relationship between capital intensity

and

rate of innovation in small and large processing firms in Canada. However, Baldwin,
Sabourin and Smith (2003) showed that capital intensity plays a significant role in
increasing the labor productìvity in food processing firms in Canada.

2.4 Market Competition and Innovâtion
There are many empirical research studies examinhg the effect of competition on

innovation. Park and Weliwita (1999) argue that market competition can have positive
and negative effects on the rate of in¡ovation. In addition, Arrow (1962) demonstrâted
that the rate of innovation should be much higher among firms in competitive industries
because increased competition fosters

a greater incentive for innovation.

However,

Reinganum (1981) shows that increased competition delays the process of innovation
among many firms.

McNamara, V/eiss and Wittkopp (2003) study the degree of competition on the

rate of innovation

in food

processing plants

in

Germany. These authors show that

competition has a negative and significant effect on the rate of innovation. McNamara,
Weiss a¡d Wittkopp (2003) argued that firms in highly competitive markets do not invest

in innovation

because a product's

life

span and product success rate is very short term
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and small in the food processing sector. This implies that product and process imovation

will have lower attainable prices
performance objectives

and prohts and these innovations

will not meet the

in the matket. In addition, thìs negative relationship

between

market competition and innovatìon is also shown by a number of authors such as: Cooper
(1982), Maidique and Ziger (1984) and Hultink et al. (1995).
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Chapter 3: Data
3.1 Survey of Innovation
There are three main data sets used in this thesis

to

analyze the relationship between

education a¡d innovation in the food processing sector in Canada. The first set of data is

obtained f¡om the Survey of In¡ovation conducted by the Agricultual Polìcy Research

Network. This survey was conducted in the winter of2005. In this period, 1200 surveys
were mailed to food processing firms in western provinces of Canada including: British
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. The response rate for this survey was
12.5 percent and only 44 complete surveys were used in this thesis. The balance lacked
need responses regarding education

levels. For the purpose ofthis survey, innovation

is

either a new product or process innovation that is new to the business or new to the
market.

3.2 Innovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey
The second set of data was obtained from the In¡ovation in the Food Processing
Industry Survey conducted in the winter of 2004 by the Small Business and Special
Surveys Division

of

Statistics Canada on behalf

of the Agriculture and Agri-Food

Canada. The suwey covered about 800 establishments. The objective of this survey was

to collect new statistical information on the natu¡e and extent of innovation in the food
processing industry, characteristics of organizational change, arrd data on restructuring

practices in the food supply chain that support innovation processes and facilitate the

delivery of innovative products and services. For the purpose of this survey, innovation
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was defined as being the first firms to intoduce and/or develop a brand new or
significantly improved product or process in North America (Statistics Catada)2.
3.2.1 T ar get population
The target population fo¡ the Innovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey
was all establishments in the North American Industrial Classification System QTIAICS)
code 311 'Food Manufacturing' with revenues greater than $1 million per year. NAICS

311 includes: NAICS 3111 Arimal and Food Manufacturing, 3112 Grain and Oilseed

Milling,

3

1

13 Sugar and Confectionary Product Manufacturing,
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15 Dairy Product

Manufacturing, 311611 Animal (except poultry) Slaughtering, 311614 Rendering and

Meat Processing from Carcasses, 311615 Poultry Processing, 3117 Seafood Product
Preparation and Packaging, 3118 Bakeries and Tortilla Manufactur.ing and 3119 Other

Food Manufacturing. There were approximately 2490 establishments

in the target

population (Statistics Canada).

3.2.2 Instrument design
The Innovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey questionnaire was initially
developed by the Microeconomic Studies and Analysis Division of Statistics Canada and

Agriculture and Agri-food Canada. The Small Business and Special Survey Division
reviewed and revised the questionnaire with input fiom Agriculture and Agri-food
Canada based

on

feedback ftom questionnaire testing

with

Statistics Canada's

Questionnaire Design Resources Centre (Statistics Canada).

2

The exact wording of the definitions for p¡oduct and process irìnovations are ìisted in Appendix C below.
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3.2.3 Sampling

This survey is a census with a cross-sectional design. In addition, this was
census

ofall in-scope

Business Register.

a

companies and fhe survey fiame was built using Statistics Canada,s

All

companies with the exception

of

those that parlicipated in

questionnaire testing were surveyed. This maximized the ability

to provide

revenue,

establishment, regional and NAICS breakouts and to ensure a high level of data quality in

the event of non-response. Prior to the start of the collection period, all companies in the
survey were contacted in order to verifu and update the information on the frame as well
as to identifl' a knowledgeable contact person to complete the survey. This process is

known as 'pre-contact'. The questionnaire was subsequently mailed to tlle attention ofthe
person identified during pre-contact. For those companies for which did not have a
contact person, the questionnaire was sent to the attention of the company without a
contact (Statistics Canada).

3.2.4 Error detection
Questionnaires were initially manually edited and outliers detected as they were

received during collection.

A

series

of edit rules were developed and invalid

or

inconsistent entries were corrected using these rules. Telephone follow-up was conducted
for missing entries that could not be manually edited (Statistics Canada).

3.2.5 Imputation
The verification process determined

if certain respondents failed to answer certain

questions or that their arìswers were not consistent. These are partial non responses and in

this case, the missing data were imputed. The data were imputed using a hot deck
technique whereby a donor respondent is selected randomÌy from a group ofrespondents

with complete responses and similar characteristics. The characteristics used in this
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survey to establish similarity, as agreed upon by the clients, were the industry code
(I.{AICS), total income as reported, and the "country of origin of the majority owners"
collected during the survey. If possible, all three characteristìcs were used to find a donor,

but in certain imputation scenarios only two characterjstics, and sometimes only one, had

to be used. The imputation rate for each individual variable varies from

I

to 25 percent

(Statistìcs Canada).

3.2.6 Quality Evaluation
The lmovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey was the first survey of its

kind collecting data on product and process in¡ovation. Currently there are no published
data comparable to the data collected by this survey (Statistics Canada).

note that this thesis used un-weighted data to run regressions.

It is important to

In

addition, some

observations were deleted ftom the data set for two main reasons. First, the respondents

did not

fill

out the survey completely. This meant that the respondents did not answer the

questions in the survey that were relevant for this thesis. Secondly, a link to the Census

Consolidated Subdivision (CCS) region representing the location of the firm was not

always available from the Census of Population. The CCS in the Food Processing
Industry Survey did not always match a CCS in census of population and this caused 45
observations

to be

deleted from the data set because there was

no

geographical

information for those particular firms.

3.3 2001 Census of Population
The third data set used in this thesis is the 2001 Census ofPopulation. This census

was used to frnd the education level in each CCS region and to link each hrrn to a CCS
code of urban, ru¡al or intermediate. Urban and rural are hvo dummy variables used in
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models below to see

if the location of the firm plays any part in determining the rate of

innovation in the firm. If the firm is located in an urban area, it would receive a 1 and a 0
otherwise. The same method is used for rural with intermediate being the base case. In
this thesis, rural refers to a CCS region with a population living in places of 1,000 people

or less or population living in places with densitíes of 400 or fewer people per
kilometer (du Plessis et al., 2001). Urban refers

to

square

centers with over 100,000 in

population plus all the neighboring municipalities where 50 percent or more of the
workforce commute to that urba¡ core (du Plessis e/ al.,2001). The term intermediate
refers to the regions that do not meet these definitions for urban or rural locations. In
Canada, the Census ofPopulation is conducted every five years. It provides a snapshot

of

the population; its size and geographic distribution as well as its demographic, socìo-

cultural and socìo-economic cha¡acteristics. The data produced are used widely by all

levels

of

government

for policy planning and program

administration. Population

estimates based on census counts are used to determine fiscal transfer between levels
government.
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Chapter 4: Food Processing Sector and Innovation
Innovation plays an important part

il

maintaining a competitive advantage over

competitors and sustaining economic benefit over long periods of time. Companies and
establishments in the food processing sector understand these concepts and introduce
product and process imovations in order to take advantage of these benefits.
Graph 1 Firms reporting an innovation in Canada 2001 to 2003
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Graph

I

shows the number of establishments that reported at least one in¡ovation

from 2001 to 2003. 52 percent of the establishments reported that they produced at least
one product innovation and 25 percent reported at least one process innovation.

Graph 2 shows the range of workers that are employed in these food processing

firms. 33 percent ofthe establishments in the survey sample reported average
employment between 50 to 199 workers per year and 32 percent ofthe establishments in
the suwey reported that they employed betwe en 20 to 49 workers per year. Onìy 4
percent

offood processing establishments in survey sample hired 500 or more workers
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per year. In addition, Graph 3 shows the number ofemployees engaged in research and

development in the establishments. 63 percent offood processing establishments in the
survey sample indicated that on average their research group consisted
less per year

of20 workers or

from 2001 to 2003.

Graph 2 Size of firms in survey sample by number ofemployers, 2001-2003
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Table 3 shows different methods used by establishments to develop new products and
process innovations. Most of the estâblishments in this survey indicated that they use

their own establishment's laboratory in order to carry out research and development. 32
percent of establishments indicated that they used their ovm laboratory to invent a new
process innovation and 35 percent of establishments indicated that they use their own
research facilities

to produce a new product innovation. The next preferred method in

product innovation is using prototyping scale-up and similar engineering services by their

own estabÌishment to produce a new innovation. 35 percent of establishments i¡dicated
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that they use this method to develop a new process innovation and 28 percent of
establishments indicated that they use this method to develop product innovation.
Graph 3 The number of employees working in @AD) in firms in survey sample, average
2001-2003
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Table 3 Methods used by establishments to deveìop new product and process innovation,
Canad.a,2001-2003
Category
Process
Product
Laboratory based R&D investisation in this establishment
32
35
Laboratory based R&D investigation by parent company outside
6.7
18.5
Laboratory based R&D investigation contracted out by other establishments
70.7
4.4
Using prototyping, sca.le-up and similar engineerins services
34.8
27.4
Collaborating with other establishments
15.7
14.1
Total
100
100
Source: Statistics Canada, Innovation in the Food Processing Indusky Survey, 2003

Table 4 shows the motivations for product irurovation in a sub sample of the
survey. Product expansion and market expansion are the main motivations for engaging

in product imovation. 52 percent of establishments indìcated that they invest in product
innovation in orde¡ to add new products to their existing lines of products (Table 4). ln
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addition, 58 percent of establishments indicated that increasing their market share is
another driving lorce for investing in product innovation.

Table 4 Motivations for product innovation in the food processing sector, Canada 20012003
Product Ex¡ansion

%

Market Exoansion

Reolace old ¡roduct

2.8

Access to new domestic market

26.9

%

Add new products

61 .5

Access to new foreign ma¡ket

11.2

Create suoerior oroducts

34.7

Increase market sha¡e

57,7

Not applicable

4.2

Not an¡licable

l

Total
100
Total
Source: Statistics Canada, Imovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey,2003

t00

Graph 4 shows that the majority offood processing establishments in the

innovative sub sample in Canada use commercìal enterprises in order to develop product
and process

imovations. These external sources include: commercial laboratories

and

research and development enterprises, universities and colleges, federal and provincial

govemment research facìlities and private research institutions. Surprisingly, governmenl
research institutions are not the most used extemal source.
Graph 4 Extemal organizations used by establishments to produce new innovation,

Canada,2001-2003
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Chapter 5: Hypothesis
The maìn objective

ofthis thesis is to determine the effect ofeducation on the rate

of innovation in food processing plants in Canada. There are secondary objectives in this
thesis; such as, the effect of firm size, ownership, market sfucture and location on the
rate of innovatìon but the majority of this thesis

will focus on the effect ofeducation.

Previous sections show that the effect ofeducation on the rate of in¡ovation is not

very clear. Some studies find a positive relationship and some studies frnd a negative
relationship between education a¡ld the rate
hypothesis that higher education

of

inr.rovation. However, this thesis

will

will have a positive effect on the rate of innovation in

food processing plants in Canada. An educated worker with a bachelor or a master degree
has more

skills and expertise and these tools help these workers to combine their past

knowledge in order to develop a new product or process. In addition, an educated worker
is more talented in leaming the latest technology which aids the workers in acquiring the

most recent techniques

in

innovation. This talent assists the educated workers in

producing innovations by the most effective methods.

Education

will have a positive

effect on the rate

of innovation

because an

educated person has better communication skills, interpersonal skills and analltical

reading and problem solving ability. Better communication skills enable the educated
employees

to

share their ideas with their colleagues and supervisors clearly and

efficiently.

In

addition, educated workers have better interpersonal skills and these

capabilities enable employees

to work more efhciently in groups or by

Superìor analltical readhg abilities

in

themselves.

educated individuals enables them

to

read,

understand and use the information presented to them more efficiently. Finally, educated
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individuals can easily understand a problem and find a solution for that particular
problem very quickly and implement that solution by the most efficient means. As a

result, educated employees have more effective resources and are better trained in
developíng new imovations.

Education

will

have a positive effect on the rate

of innovation as educated

individuals can increase their stock of knowledge through different means. Schumpeter
showed that increasing the stock of knowledge among individuals

of innovation.

Educated individuals can increase their stock

will

increase the rate

of knowledge through

networking, the years that they spend in university or college and belonging to different

professional groups and organizations.

In

conclusion, this thesis hypothesizes that

education will have a positive effect on the rate of innovation in food processing plants in
Canada.

A secondary objectìve in this

research is to identify some of the firm, market and

regional characteristics that affect the rate of innovation in the food processing sector in
Canada. This thesis

will test if establishment characteristics such as:

size, the resources

devoted to training, the capital intensity and R&D budget play a role

innovation. In addition, the model

competition

or

establishments

will

in the rate of

include market structure features such as price

product competition importance, as surveyed, determine whether

in highly competitive markets tend to produce more innovations

than

establishments in non-competitive markets (Hane1, 2000). In addition, the location of a
establishment ís expected to play an impoÍant part in determining the rate of innovation.

This thesis hypothesizes that establishments that are located in
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rual

areas

will

have a

lower innovation rate than establishments located in urban areas because rural areas have
challenges attracting skilled labo¡ and getting their products to market.

Chapter 6: Theoretical and Analytical Framework3
6.1 A model of costly innovation driven by profits
The models of endogenous technological progress usually model techrological
progress as the stream

of products x1, x2,..

replaces the product preceding

it

it is in

because

....,

Xn

,

where each new product

some way superior to its predecessor.

The models generally assume that innovators engage in innovative activity up to the point

where the expected marginal gains fiom innovation equal the marginal costs of
imovation. Suppose that the market consumes one product, denoted as xt, at time t, and
that the innovator who created x¡ reaps a profit because the i¡-novation made xl preferable

to

x1-1.

This latter assumption includes the assumption that all consumers are identical

(they are not distributed all along a downward-sloping demand cuwe) and that the
markup is marginally less tha¡ the increase in value provided by the latest innovation.

In the Schumpeterian environment of creative deshuction, profit from innovation
depends on (1) the future

profit markup u, (2) the level ofproduction X, which is the total

quantity of the product x1, and (3) the number of days

r

that the innovator can produce

and enjoy the proht markup before her market position is destroyed by a subsequent
innovation. Thus, proht

æ

is equal to:
(1)

zt

= uXt

The level of production depends on how many resources are devoted to
production rather than research and development (R&D) activities. That is, daily
production of

3

x1

is directly related to the economy's total amount of productive factors

The theoretical part ofthis thesis was provided

by Dr. Van Den Berg's

Nebraska,2005
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class notes, University

of

a¡d resources, R, and inversely related to the fraction of those resourced devoted to
innovation, n. Specifically, the total resources devoted to innovative activity are equal to:
(2)
Suppose

N:

nR

for simplicity, that one unit of resources R produces one unit of output

x¡. The total level ofproduction in time t is therefore:

(3)

x

= (1-n)R

The opportunity cost of in¡ovation is the lost production of product x¡ caused by
shifting scarce resources to innovative activities.

6.2 The Cost of Innovation (Cof)
The rate of innovation in the economy is determined by solving

a maximization

problem that takes into consideration the costs of innovation and the expected benefits of

innovation. Innovating establishments must purchase labor and other productive
resources at market prices in competition with the producers of x1 who dema¡d those
same resources to earn a profit producing the most recently-developed product, x¡.

The cost of resources will be less, ceteris paribus, the more factor and resources,

R, are available in fhe economy. A¡d, the cost of resources will be hígher, celeris
paribus, the greater is innovation because total demand for ¡esources depends on the level

of production and the level of innovation. The price of the resource w is therefore some
function of N and R as follows:
(a)

w:

gQ.i, R)

The process of innovation is normally subject to a high degree of uncertainty.

Devoting resources to R&D activity does not guarantee that something useful will
actually be created, nor is there any neat time schedule that says how long it will take to
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make a new scientific discovery or when the search for a more attractive product

will

result in a successful creation. In short, there is a large risk associated with innovative
activities. To make ou¡ maximization problem tractable, suppose that new products are
developed according to some process that has a known average outcome that is a function

of the amount of resources devoted to innovative activity. Suppose also that the exact
timing of new products and creations fluctuates randomly around the timing predicted by
the mean ofthe linear frrnction. Since we are interested in modeling the long-run grouth
process, we can therefore solve

for the average outcome. A further justification is that

potential innovators can be assumed to have rational expectations, which means that they
predict the future correctly on average. The assumptions ofrational expectation permit us

to substitute expected values for future values.
Another simplifring assumption that we make is that each innovator is a perfect
competitor

in the market for

resources and

in the innovative process, and that

each

in¡ovator employs resources to the point where marginal profits are zero. Thus, the
economy's average cost and profit functions are viewed as the marginal functions by

each individual innovator. Note that this assumption also effectively implies that
innovators are risk-neutral and they do not require

a premium to induce them

to

undeflake the inherently risky innovative activities.
Suppose that

it takes, on

average, B

unit of resources to produce an innovation.

We are here assuming that the production function of innovations is linear with respect to

the productive resources, R, employed in irmovative activity. The average cost of
innovation, CoI, that an entrepreneu.r expects
therefore:
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to incur in

generating an innovation is

(s) CoI = wB
The more research is undertaken, the more labor and other resources need to be

hired. If the total supply of productive factors and resources are hxed at R, increasing
innovation increases total demand for factors and resources, which drives up the prices of
factors and resources. Hence, the cost of innovation, col, increases as innovative activity
increases. Figure 2 shows a typical upward-sloping

col

curve relating marginal costs of

in¡ovation to the amount of factors and resources used in innovation, N. All other things
equal, the CoI curve shifts up

ifp,

the average amount ofresources needed to generate an

in¡ovation increases. In general notation, the cost ofin¡ovation is:

(6):

h (Nr, R, p)

Figure 2 The Cost of Irurovation (CoI)

6.3 The Present Value of Innovation (P\|I)
In accordance with equation 1, the expected profit fiom a¡ innovation is

a

positive

function of the average markup, u, the amount of ouþut produced, X, and length of time

l

that an irirovator expects to enjoy the monopoly profit. The length of time r depends on

how fast new in¡ovations are created. Since we have assumed that it takes p units of
resources to generate an innovation, the expected number of innovations, q, is:
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(7) q = (i/B)N

Figure 3 provides a graphic illustration of the relationship between amounts of
resources devoted to irulovation, N, and the average quantity ofinnovations, q, generated.

It follows from equation

3 that the time that an innovator expects to enjoy his,4rer

profit is

equal to:

E(r)-1lq:pAl
Figure 3 The in¡ovation function

Expected future profit also depends on the amount

of production X, which

competes for the use of ¡esources in R and D. The more resources used for ìn¡ovation,

the fewer are available for producìng profitable products derived f¡om the innovations.
Hence, there are two reasons why the present value of an innovation is inversely related

to N: (1) a higher N

reduces the amount

of

resources available

to produce profit-

generating output. An increase in total resources, R, permit more future production X,

which implies that expected profits are positively related to R.

Finally, because innovations require current expenditures on research a¡d
development that must be paid from future prof,rts, expected future profits must be
discounted. The arurual discount rate is

r; the higher the discount rate, the less is
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the

present value

of an innovation. ln

general, the present value

of future profit

from

innovation, denoted as PVI, takes on the following general form:
(9)

PVI:

f(u, R, N, p)

PVI declines as more resources are applied to innovative activity, that is,
increases.

All other things

equal, in a rational world profit

will

as

N

eventually diminish the

greater is N, and thus the lower is the PVI. This function is drawn in Figure 4. Note also
that an increase in u, R or p raises the entire PVI curve. An increase in r lowers the curve.

Figure 4 The Present Value of Innovation (?VI)

6.4 The equilibrium level of R&D activity
Figure 5 combines Figure 2, 3 and 4. The top part Figure 5 combines Figure 2 and

4

The intersection of

col

and PVI curves determines the equilibrium N, the amount

of

resources that competitive entrepreneurs devote to innovative activity. Then, the boftom

half of Figure 5 is simply Figure 3 tumed upside down and conveniently attached along
the horizontal axis that

it

shares

with Figure 2 ar'd 4. The 1/B curve t¡anslates N into the

number of innovations. Given the values of the parameters that determine the

col

and

PVI curves in the upper half of Figure 5 and the productivity of the irnovative process
given by B, the economy produces q innovations per year.
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as

Figure 5 Schumpeter Equilibrium lmovation

[mD@ rarûflom

per voar

6.5 The Effect of Change in R on Innovâtion
Figure 6 illustrates how a change in R affects shifts in both CoI and PVI curves.
For example, an increase in R by increasing the stock of knowledge among workers
through education and taining, Iowers w, which according to equation 6, shifts the CoI
curwe down

to CoIl and thus

causes

the equiiibrium value of N and the number of

innovations to increase to ql. However, an increase of R also shifts up the PVI curve
because an increase

in productive resoÌtrces implies more production of new products

and, therefore, more profit, all other things equal. This effect i¡creases

thus the number

of in¡ovation rises furthe¡ to
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q2.

N further,

and

To clariff, q1, fhe number of

innovations i¡creases as we increase resources, including education, dedicated to research
and development as

well

as many

regional and establishment characteristics.

Figure 6 The effect on Innovation ofan Increase in R (Resources)
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Chapter 7: Analytical Models
There are two dimensions regarding the importance of education in any economy.
One dimension of education is the ability to adjust to changing conditions and another

dimension may be the

abilþ to innovate Qllelson and Phelps, 1969).

However, unlike

physical capital, the contribution of education on output is not clear. The purpose of this
thesis is to show the effect of education on total output and innovation activities in food
processing establishments in Canada. This thesis has already discussed the relationship

between the numbers

of

Unfortunately, the number

innovations and education level at the end

of

innovations per firms was nÕt

a

of

chapter.

ge{nerally available

measure so this thesis uses the rate of irurovation (or a binary measure

ofyes or no to the

question: did you innovate in the last 3 years.)

The general model to explain the ¡ate of innovation

in food processing

establishments can be written as:

(10) Pr(y=1 lx)

Where

y is the probability of

:

o(xb),

innovation within the firm,

x is the matrix of

explanatory variables, b is a vector of coefficients of interest (Rogers, 2004). This modet

shows that in¡ovation output

is related to innovation inducing inputs in each food

processing establishment. However, a general formula can be obtained from equation 10

a¡d this general formula follows as:
(1 1)

Where

L

fiIln

Pr(y:llx):

O (L fi,*, X

rinn,

X

secror,

,X

ro"^tion)

represents the quality of labor factor employed by the firms, X

represents the slructural characterìstics of firms and
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X

.""¡o,

¡*

represents the sectoral market

structures and

X

¡sç¿¡¡¡¡

represents the regional effect on the rate

of innovation (Huibar

and Bouhsina, 1998).

Central to this model is the determination of a firm's probability of innovation.
This probability of innovation can be represented by:
(12)

Pr(y:llx):

O (Fir

In this model, y

I

L n,- +

9rz

I

X

¡nn

+ 0;:

I

X,"",0,+

represents the probability that

B¡a

)

Locarion)

a firm would

produce

an

innovation given the explanatory variables. The degree to which the education levels

within the firm affect the rate of innovation is characterized by Þil where
positive or negative.

A

B¡1

can be

positive sign indicates that the higher education level would

increase the probability of innovation and a negative sign means that the higher education

level would reduce the probability of innovatìon per year. Furthermore, Bi2 can have

a

positive or a negative sign as well. A positive sign indicates that the hrm's characteristics
such as size, ownership structure and capital intensity within the firms would increase the

number of innovations per year. This can be flmher clarìhed by Schumpeter's model. For
instance, increasing the number

of employees within the firm would have a positive

effect on the probability of innovation

if it

increases the stock

of knowledge.

This

increase in knowledge would push the PVI curve upward. This shift suggests an increase

the resources devoted to innovative activity. This increase in resources N, in tum, raises
the number of innovation per day to ql.

The same concept can be applied to Bs. When p3
measures would increase the probability

> 0, the ma.rket

of innovation and when

Þ¡:

structure

< 0, the market

structure reduces the probability of innovation within the firms. In addition, when pi: = 0,
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market structure does not have any effect on the probability of irurovation. The same
concept can be applied to pi+.

These theoretical models follow the definition provided by Schumpeter's well-

known definition of in¡ovation. Schumpeter's (i934) new combinations of productive
means not only provide a formal dehnition of innovation but also present and identifu a

certain number

of

exogenous variables which are presented

in the following

section.

Some of these variables have a direct effect on the probability of in¡ovation and some
have a secondary effect on the probability on innovation.

Chapter 8: Probit Model

Ll

Probit
The probit model represents another tlpe of widely used statistical model for

studying data with binomial distribution. Its "employment in the social science goes back
at least to economet¡ics in early 1960" (Liao, 1994). In the probit model, the dependent

variable, Y, is assumed to be binary, taking on two values, 0 and 1 (Aldrich and Nelson,
1984). The outcomes on

Y

are assumed to be mutually exclusive a¡d exhaustive. The

question of interest hínges on the value of the parameter P, the probability that Y equals

one (or P

:

P (Y

:

1)).

In addition, the probit model uses the cumulative

normal

probability distribution which is shown in Figure 7.

Y is assumed to depend on K observable variables, Xr, k = 1, ....., K. That is, the
exogenous variables accoult for the variation in P. This is indicated by:

P-P(Y- 1 I X'.... . X¡), orsimplyP=PGI Ð,
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where

X

of K

donates the set

independent variables (Aldrich and Nelson). This

assumption is analogous to the standard regression model in which exogenous variables
account for the variation in the mean, or expectation,

ofY (Aldrich and Nelson).

The Probit model assumes that the data are generated from a ra¡dom sample size

N, with a sample point donated by ì,

i:

1 ... N. This assumption requires that the

observations on Y be statistically independent of each other, ruling out serial correlation

(Aldrich and Nelson). Furthermore, in probit model, the independent variable may

be

random variables, for example responses to suvey questions, or they may be fixed, as in
an experimental setting

(Aldrich and Nelson). Probit model requires only that there be no

exact linear dependence arnong the X¡¡'s. This assumption implies that N > K, that each

X¡ must have some variation across observations aJtd no two or more X¡.'s be perfectly
conelated (Aldrich and Nelson, 1984).

8.2 Maximum likelihood estimation
Probit parameters are typically estimated
Likelihood Estimation (MLE)

in

contrast

by a

to ordinary

method called Maximum

regression models which are

estimated by the method of Least Square Estimation (LSE). MLE and LSE a¡e two

different methods with different objectives (Aldrich and Nelson, 1984). The MLE

IX¡ : t
ryt

lX) :

P': p (Y;: 1

(Y¡:

0

- P¡. This implies that the probability of observing outcomes Y¡ is given by

P

objectives can be explained as follows. Let

PiY 11

=

P¡ ;r-Y

I

X¡) which means that P

lAldrich and Nelson). Furthermore, Pi, and thus PG lX)

depends on the values of the

K coefftcients in b.

Since the objective is to estimate b, the

probit makes this dependence on b explicit by defining the likelihood frnction, L (Y ì X,
b)

:

P(Y | >q latarictr and Nelson). If this function were to be evaluated using the sample
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obseryations on

Y

and

X and a particular numerical value or

set of

K

values for b, it

would yield a number between zero and one which would represent the probability or
likelihood of observing that particular sample Y if the employed value b were indeed the
true value (Aldrich and Nelson). The principle of MLE, quite simply, is to choose an as
estimate of b that set of K numbers say p, which would make the likelihood of having
observed this particular Y as large as possible.

As a result, the conceptual difference between LSE and MLE is that LSE

is

concemed with parameter estimates that yield the smallest sum of squared errors in the

fit

between the model and data, while

MLE is concemed with picking parameter estimated

that imply the highest probability oflikelihood of having obtained the observed sample

y

(Aldrich and Nelson),

8.3

Marginal Effect on the Probabilify of an Event
The probit model ca¡ be written as: Pr(y:l]x): Õ(xb), where Õ is the standard

cumulative normal distribution Íìrnction and xb is called the probit score or index (Liao,
1994). Since O(,), is a function of all the x's, the probit can only compute marginal
effects by assigning certain values to all of the x's. Marginal effects measue the effect of

a small change in the regressors on the standardized probit index associated with the
event.

4'7

Chapter 9: Model specification

There a¡e two models in this thesis. The first model

will

use the data from Survey of

Innovation by Agricultural Policy Research Network. This model consists

of

rwo

equations: product innovation and process innovation.

(13) Pr (Product Innovation:1lx) = O (Êo+ B1 Budget + pz Equipment +
B3 Training + pa Education + p5 Institutional + B6 Other + e)
(14) Pr (Process Innovation =1lx): @ (go+ B1 Budget + B2 Equipment +
p3 Training +
Ba Bachelor Degree + Þs Master Degree + sr)
These two equations consist

of five independent variabÌes including:

Budget,

Equipment, Training, Bachelor's Degree and Master's Degree. Budget is measured by the
amount of dolla¡s each firm spent on intramural research and development over the th¡ee
years surveyed. Equipment refers to the amount ofmoney, measured in dollars, each firm

has spent over the past three years in order to acquire advanced machinery, computer

software or hardware or generally any equipment that was specifically purchased to
produce new or significantly improved products and./or processes innovation.. Training is

the amount of dollars each firm spent in the past three years on internal o¡ extemal
training for employees. The purpose of training is to increase employees' capability for
development or int¡oduction

in¡ovation. ln addition, there

of new or signihcantly improved products and process
a.re

two dummy variables in these two equations and these

dummy variables are: bachelor's degree and master's degree. These va¡iables indicate the
answer to the question, "What is the highest level

of education among any of the firm,s

employees?" Previous research suggests the education level in food processing sectors

will

be important. 20 percent of firms indicated that a high school diploma was the
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highest education level within their firms. 62 percent of hrms reported that a bachelor's

their highest education level and only 18 percent of firms had a maste¡,s

degree was

degree as their highest education level. In these two equations, high school education was

omitted to prevent perfect conelation between the dummy variables. Table 5 shows these
va¡iables and the unit of measurements.

Va¡iable
Budset
Equipment
Traininø
Bachelor Desree
Master Desree

Table 5 Variables used fior
of Innovation
Dummy
Definition
Variable
No
The amount of soendins on R&D
No
The amount of spending on acquiring
machinerv and new technoìosv
No
The amount of spending on training the staff
Yes
The highest education level within the f,rrm
Yes
The hiehest education level withín the firm

Unit of
measurement

Dollar
Dollar
Do11ar

Binarv
Binarl

The second model in this thesis will uses the data from Statistics Canada,s
Innovation

in the Food

Processing Industry Survey. This model consists

of

three

equations with three dependent variables: product ìnnovation, process i¡frovation and

both product and process in¡ovation. The last equation

is simply

refened

to

as

innovations.

(15) Pr (Product Innovation :1 lx) = ö

(o6 + o1 Size + oz Ownersldp + 03 Price
Competition + oa Product Competition + d5 University Facility + oe Urban *
a7 Rural + cr¡ High school + oe Post Secondary Education + e)

(16) Pr (Process Innovation :1lx) : <Þ (o6 + or Size * o.2 Ownership + 03 Price
Competition + o4 Product Competitìon + o5 University Facility + s6lj¡þar 1
or Rural + 08 High school + oe Post Secondary Education + e)
(17) Pr (Innovation =1 lx) : Õ (o¡ + ar Size + o2 Ownership + 03 Price Competition +
Product Competition * as University Facility + o'6 Urban +
o7 Rural + o.8 High school + d9 Post Secondary Education + eù
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ü.4

Size

in this model

establishment. Ownership

to the

of

in

each

in this model refers to the majority of ownership of

each

refers

number

employees working

establishment. This dummy variable will be 1 if majority ownership is Canadian and 0

if

the establishment is non Canadian. Price competition and product competition are two
dummy variables used to evaluate the affect of market structure on product and process
innovation, university in this thesis is a dummy variable and refers to the collaboration
between food processing firms and local universíties and colleges. Urban and rural are

two dummy variables in this model that try to understand if the location of the firm plays
any part in determining the probability

of

Table 6 Variables
les used for the lnnovatior
nnovation in the Food
Variable
Size

rrummy
Va¡iable
No

Ownership

Yes

Price competition

No

Product competition

No

University Facility

Yes

Soulce ofÐâta

Unit

of

measurement

Food Processilg
T¡.1¡.fñ/ Sr¡n'êv
Food Processing
lndustrv Srrrvev
Food Processing
Industry Survey
Food Processilg
Industrv Survev
Food Processìng
In¿ì,¡cin¡ Sr,¡wew

Urban

S

Definition

CCS region in census of
poÞulation 2001

The number ofemployees
rvorking in each establishment
Ownership of hrms eithe¡
Canadian or ForeiÊri

# ofemployees

Intensity of price competition
in food o¡ocessins
Intensity of product
competition in food D¡ocessins
Using university or colleges to
produce innovation
population living outside

Scale

Dlaces

of

binary

Scale

bi"ury
bittury

1.000 DeoDle

Ru¡al

Yes

CCS region ir census
population 2001

of

over 100,000 peßon
population plus all the
neighboring municipalities
where 50 percent of mote of
the workforce corimute to the

Population Density

No

of

High School

No

CCS region irt census
Þopulation 2001
CCS region in census

Number ofpeopìe living in
each Kilometer so¡are
Percertage ofpeople with high
school education in each CCS
¡esion
Percentage ofpeople with post
secondary education in each

binary

urban co¡e

of

population 2001
Post secondarv

No

CCS region in census

population 2001

of

CCS resìon
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# ofpeople
Percentage

Percentage

innovation in the

frm.

In this thesis, intermediate variable was deleted from the data sel

to prevent perfect collinearity in the model. This elimination has implication for

the

interpretation ofthe results. The last two variables in this model are designed to evaluate

the affect

of

explanations.

education on the probability

of

innovation. Table

6

shows these

Chapter 10: Results
In this section, the results using the Innovation in the Food processing Industry
Survey models are presented.

10.1 Innovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey
10.1.1 Descriptive statistics

Size

in this model

refers

to the number of

employees working

in

each

establishment. Respondents could choose from six different employment categories: 1)
less tharr20,

2)20-49,3) 50-199, 4)200-499,5)500-999 and 6) 1000 ormore.

Table 7 shows the number of employees working in food processing firms in
canada and rable 8 provides a breakdown by province. From this table, it is clear that the
vast majority of food processing firms in Canada consist of less than 200 employees.

Table 7 Distribution offood processing establishments by number ofemployees, Canada,
2001-2003
Number of employees
Number of firms
Percentage of flrms
Less than 20
159
0.23

20-49

224

0.32

50-199

225

0.32

200-499

65

0.09

500 or more

25

0-04
Total
698
1.00
Data Source: Statistics Canada, Innovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey

Ownership in this model refers to the majority of ownership of each
establishment. This dummy variable will be 1 if majority ownership is ca¡adian a¡d 0
the establishment is non canadian. The respondents had 7 options to indicate their

ownership and these optíons were: Canadian, U.S., Mexican, European, Asian, other

foreign and Don't know. The 3 respondents reporting ',Don't know,' were eliminated
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if

ÍÌom the analysis. To keep this model simple and maintain a hìgh degree of freedom,
only canadian and foreign ownership were used rather than six different categories. The
results indicate that 86 percent of respondents had establishments with majority canadian
ownership. The breakdown of ownership for each province is shown in TabÌe 9.
Table 8 Dìstribution of firms by number ofemployers, provinces, 2001-2003
'ercent¿

Province

<20

20-49

s0-199

200+

Total

Alberta
Atlantic Provhces

24

l1
28

46
40

3

16

7

00
00

British Columbia

T4

38

38

0

00

Manitoba

26

49

14

00

Ontario

28

32

30

00

Ouebec

21

33

30

6

00

Saskatchewan
36
32
25
7
00
Source: Statistics Canada, Food Processing Industry Survey, 2003

Table

lhe ownershlp of lirms
Province
Alberta

Atlantic Provinces
British Columbia
Manitoba
Onta¡io
Quebec
Saskatchewan
Grand Total
Data Sou¡ce: Statistics Canada, lnno

200 -2003

tage)

Foreisn
24

Canadian
76

Grand Total
00

I

89

4

86

00
00

4

86

6

84

00
00
0
90
00
4
86
00
4
86
00
ion in the Food Processing Industry Surveya

Price competition and product competition are two dummy variables used to
evaluate the affect of market structure on product and process innovation. In the survey

conducted

by

Statistics Canada, respondents were asked about their intensity of

competition with regards to product price and product quality. The respondents had four
a

Note: canadian is when the majority o\aîership ofthe establishment is canadian, Foreign is when the
majority is not Canadian.
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options: not applicable to this company, low, medium and high. In this analysis, each
respondent
and 3

will receive 0 if they

if they

answered not applicable, 1

if they answered low and 2

answered medium or high respectively.

Many studies show that universities and research facilities in universities play an
important role

in

determining the probability

respondents were asked

if

of innovation in firms. In the survey,

they had worked with universities or colleges over the last

th¡ee fiscal years ending in 2003 to develop a product or process innovation. In this
analysis,

if they answered yes, they received a I and a 0 otherwise. Table 10 shows the

relationship between firms and universities in different provinces. The survey shows that

79 percent

of hrms in

Canada reported that they did not work

with universities to

introduce an in¡ovation.

Table 10 The Percentage of firms working with post secondary institutions by province,
2001-2003
Provinces

Did not use

Use

Gra¡d Total

Alberta

78

22

00

Atlantic Provinces

83

l7

00

British Columbia

83

11

00

Mânitoba

71

29

00

Onta¡io

83

t7

t00

Quebec

72

28

t00

75

25

100

S

askatchewan

Total
79
21
100
Source: Statistics Canada, Food Processing Industry Suwey, 2003
The In¡ovation in the Food Processing Industry Suwey provides the data for the

first fìve va¡iables in this model. However, this survey did data for education levels and
the location of each firm. By location, thís thesis means
arsa or

in a rural a¡ea. since the education
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leve1

if

a f,rrm is located in

a¡ urban

in each firm is not available in this

survey, this paper was forced to use the education level within the region that firms
operated. The 2001 census of Population provided the data for education levels in this
thesis. After converting the postal code for each

(ccs)

firm to census consdidated Subdivision

code, the demographic information of each

ccS was associated to

each frrm. The

same method was used to discover the location of the firms.

However, to reduce the correlation between these dummy variables, intermediate

is omitted from this model. Table 11 shows the location of food processing firms by
province. This table shows that 38 percent offood processing firms in canada are located

in u¡ba¡

areas.

In addition, this thesis

uses population density

to see if populated

areas

have more in¡ovations than less populated areas. population density is measured by the
number of inhabitants per square kilometer in each CCS.

Table 11 The I ocatron ot
of firms
firm in by province, Canada.2}} 200 (Percentage)
Provinces
Urban
Non U¡ban
totâl
Alberla
85
l5
100
Atla¡tic Provinces
C
100
British Columbia
62
38
100
Manitoba
C
C
t00
Ontario
54
46
00
29
C

Quebec
Saskatchewan
Grand Total

71

C
b2

38

00
00
00

Source: Statistics Ca¡ada, Food Processing Inausny Survey, ZO0l

The last two variables in this model are designed to evaluate the affect of
education on the probability of irnovation. As

it

has been mentioned before, the 2001

census of Populatíon provides the data for these variables. There a¡e five categories that
show the education level in each

ccs

region and these categories a¡e: less than grade 9,

high school, university degree, non university degree (colleges and technical schools) and

5

C: Confidential
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post secondary education but no degree. This thesis only looks at the working population

of each CCS region which is the age group of 24 to 55. In addition, to observe a coftect
and accüate result, each category is divided by the sum of all the five groups to obtain
the percentage for each education level. Furthermore, this thesis has combined university

degree, non ruriversity degree (colleges and technical schools) and post secondary
education but no degree together to get post secondary education for each region. This
strategy

will allow this

thesis to see the effect ofpost secondary education on imovation

in food processing firms in Canada. Finally, less than 9 years of education was omitted
from this model to prevent high correlation with other va¡iables.

Table 12 shows the mean and standa¡d deviation

of

various variables for

Canadian food processing firms that produced a product imovation in the past th,ree
years. Unlike the Survey of Innovation, there are few differences between in¡ovative

firms a¡d non-innovative firms with regards to product innovation. For instance,

85.7

percent of innovative firms have majority Canadian ownership. This outcome is nearly
identical to non-innovative firms which reported that 86.4 percent are Ca¡adian owned.

Table 12 does illustrate the relationship between location a¡d in¡ovation. This
table shows t]:raf 42.9 percent of innovative hrms are located in urban a¡eas and only 28.6
percent of irmovative firms a¡e located in rwal areas. These observations are reverse for
non-innovative firms: 40.9 percent of non-innovative firms a¡e located in rural areas and
36.3 percent a¡e located in urban areas. Moreover, firms that report product innovations
are positioned

in locations with higher population densities than non-innovative firms.

Table 12 indicates innovative firms are located in a¡eas with around 200 more inhabitants
per sqÌrare kilometer than non-iûrovative hrms. There is a significant difference between
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imovative and non-innovative firms in terms of size of the establishment. lnnovative
firms on average are closer to the 50 to 199 classification (class 3) while non-innovative
firms were closer to the 20 to 49 classihcation (class 2).

Table 12 shows that innovative and non-innovative firms faced nearly the same
regional education levels. Individuals with less than a high school education make up

only a fraction of these firms' local work force; 6.7 percent of the labor pool for
innovative hrms a¡d 7.0 percent of the pool for non-innovative hrms were made up of
individuals with less than high school education. A total 58.9 percent ofthe labor pool for
irmovative frrms had post secondary education where 61.4 as pe(cent ofthe pool fo¡ noninnovative firms had post secondary education. As mentioned before, the education levels

of the work force for non-innovative and innovative firlns are very similar to each other.
34.5 percent of the work force fo¡ innovative firms and 31 .5 percent of non-innovative

firms' fork force had less than a high school education.
able l2 Descnptrve stattstics for producr innovat

2001-2003
No
Product
Observation 252
Observation 433
IndeÞendenl
Mean
S.D.
Mean
S.D.
Size ( # of employees)
2.710
1.136
2.208
0.992
Ownership (% Canadia¡l
0.857
0.351
0.864
0.343
Price Competition (scale'
2.611
0.592
2.492
0.782
Product Competition (Scale)
2 i31
0-699
2.083
0.815
Universitv lscale)
0.1 83
0.387
0.224
0.417
Urban (%)
0.429
0,496
0.363
0.481
Rural l%)
0.286
0.453
0.409
0.492
(%)
lntermediate
0.286
0.453
0.229
0,420
Population density
r152.5
1889.7
954.39
1758.9
Less than hish school (%)
0.067
0.051
0.070
0.064
Hish School (%)
0.34s
0.151
0.31s
0.148
Universitv I)e gree f %n)
0.3 51
0.219
0.31 S
0.219
Non university Degree (%)
0.1 89
0 223
0.233
0.232
Post secondary but no degree (%)
0.049
0.073
0.062
0.077
Data Sources: Statistics Canada. Innovation in the Food Processing
ustry Su¡vev and
2001 Census of Population.
Dependent

Yes
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Table 13 shows the mean and standa¡d deviation for 685 firms that complete the
Food Processing Industry Survey in 2003. These values have the same pattem as values

reported

in the previous section. For instance, 84.7 percent of imovative firms

a¡e

Canadian owned compared to 86.5 percent of non-innovative establishments which are

Canadian.

In

addition, the importance of price competition and product quality in

in¡rovative a¡d non-innovative firms are equal. Irurovative and non-innovative firms
consider price competition as high motivators for process innovations. In addition, these

two groups believe that product quality onìy has a medium effect on their effort

to

produce a new process innovation. Furthermore, Table 13 shows that the majority of
innovative firms are Ìocated in urban cities, with 42 percent of innovative firms being
located in urban cities compared to only 32 percent of innovative firrns being located in

rural areas. However, non-in¡ovative firms are equally divided

in

both

regions.

Moreover, firms that report process innovations are positioned in locations with higher

population densities than non-innovative firms.

It is clear that innovative

firms on

aveÍage ùre located in a¡eas with 39,000 more inhabitants per square kilometer than non-

innovative firms. In addition, 37.8 percent aú,

37

.6 percent of non-in¡ovative were

located in urban areas and rural areas respectively. Finally, firms that reported process

innovation tended to be bigger tlian non-imovative firms. Innovative frrms employed
about 50

to

199 workers on average whereas non-innovative firms hired between 20 to 49

ernployees.

Education levels in the regional work force facing innovative ald non-innovative

frms in

the food processing sector followed the same pattern. People

with

less than high

school a¡d post secondary education but no degree only make up a fraction of the
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\ùorkforce in for both types of firms. A majority of the workforce in innovative and non-

innovative frrm consists of people with some post secondary education. For example,

54.5 percent

of the regional work force for

innovative firms have post secondary

education compared to 54.8 percent for non-in¡ovative firms.

able lJ ljescriptive statisrics for
Dependent

Yes

Process

Observation
Mean
2.700

Independent
Size I # ofemnlovees)

150

S,D.
1.116
0.362

madq2007-2003
No
Observation 53s
Mean
S.D.
2.307
t.047

Ownershio ( o/o C anadi an\
0_847
0.865
0.342
Price Comoetition lscalel
2.560
0.610
2.529
0.734
Product ComDetition lScale)
2.167
0.'72'.7
2.082
0-787
Universitv fscale)
0.201
0.406
0.209
0.407
IJrban (o/.\
0.420
0.495
0.3 78
0.485
Rural (%)
0.320
0.468
0.376
0.485
Intermediate lVn )
0.260
0.440
0.247
0-432
Pooulation densitv
1137.7
r 905.8
996.3
1781.9
Less than hish school (%)
0.069
0.053
0.069
0.061
Hish School l%)
0.335
0.148
0.324
0.150
Universitv Desree lo%)
0.340
0.221
0.328
0.219
Non unive¡sitv D esree (Vo\
0.205
0.233
0.220
0.229
Post secondary but no desree l%)
0.051
0.013
0.059
0.077
Data Sources: Statistics Canada, Innovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey and
2001 Census of Population

Innovation in this context refe¡s to hrms that produced at least one product
innovation one process innovation in the past three years. The two previous sections onìy
illustrated the firms that produced either product innovations or process in¡ovations.

Table 14 presents the mean and standa¡d deviations for different coefficients in this
model. This table shows that the difference between innovative and non-imovative hrms
is not that big and the pattem in this table follows the same pattem in Table 12 and 13.
For instance, 86.6 percent of fi¡ms that reported an in¡ovation a¡e Ca¡adian owned a¡d
86.0 percent of firms that did not report innovations are Ca¡adian owned. In addition,

innovative and non-innovative firms give the same value to price competition and
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product quality. Price competition is viewed very highly among both innovative and non-

innovative firms. In contast, these two groups believe that product quality only has a
medium effect on their effort to produce a new in¡ovation. In this table, it is clear that

only 19.3 percent of firms come together with local universities in order to produce

an

innovation. In addition, the majority of firms that reported an imovation a¡e located in
non-urban areas. This table shows that 59.6 percent of innovative firms are located in

rural and intermediate areas in Canada and 61.7 percent of non-innovative firms

are

located in non-urban areas. Finally, hrms that reported innovation tend to be bigger than

non-innovative hrms. Innovative firms employ 50 to 199 workers on average where nonirurovative hrms hire about 20 to 49 employees on average.
able l4 lJescnptlve statistl cs tor firms w
Dependent
Yes
lnnovation
Observation
IndeÞendent
Mean
Size ( # of emplovees)
2.765
Ownershin ( o/n C.anadi an\
0.866
(scale)
Price Competition
2.580
Product Competition (Scale)
2 r35
Universitv lscaleì
0.193
Urban (o/o\
0.403
Ru¡al l%)
0.31 I
Intermediate (%)
0.286
Population density
1 1 10.4
Less tha¡ hish school l%)
0.069
Hieh School (%)
0.337
Universitv l)egree lVn)
0.332
Non universitv l) esree (o/n\
0.209
Post seconda¡v but no desree lglnl
0.053
Data
rces: Statistics Canada, In¡ovation in the
2001 Census of Population

th both tvnes of in¡ovation
119
S.D.
1.148

0.343
0.644
0.747
0.397
0.493
0.465
0.454
1921.2
0.057

No
Observation

Mea¡
2.375
0.860
2.527
2.094
0.212
0.3 83

0.375
0.242
1009.8
0.069
0.324

566
S.D.
1.043
0.347
0.735
0.780

0.409
0.487
0.484
0.429
1786.1

0.060
0. 150
0.150
0.223
0.331
0-219
0.234
0.218
0.228
0.076
0.058
0.o76
Processing Industry Survey and

Education levels in the wo¡k forces facing irurovatìve a¡d non-innovative firms
were almost identical in each category. Only 6.9 percent ofthe labor force in both groups
consisted of individuals with less than high school education. In addition, 33.7 percent
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of

potential employees in innovative firms had high school education and 32.4 percent of
potential workers in non-inlovative firms have high school education- Just over halfof
the regional work force for both irmovative and non-innovative firms had some post
secondary education.

10.1.2

Probit Results
Tables 15, 16 and 17 show the probit estimates for product, process and total

imovation for the 685 firms that completed the Innovation in the Food processing
Industry Survey that could be coordinated geographically with Census locations. The
results in these tables are based on this sample of 685 fìrms that had complete data. This

implies that these results are based on a sub-sample of fìrms that completed the Food
Processing Industry Survey.

Table 15 Probit regression of firms reporting product innovation (coded 1) or not (coded
0) ln
in Canada, 2001-2003
Weighted

VARIABLE

Elasticity at
Est. Cof

T-ratio

means

Marginal
Effect6

Size I # of emnloveesì

0.2'74

5.652

0 6R3

0.109

Ownershio (binarv)

0.093

0.63

5

0.083

0.037

Price ComDetition (scale)

0 112

|.39

0.295

0.0446

0.27 4

Product ComÞetition (Scale)

-0.016

-0_182

-0.035

-0.0063

-3.268-02

Universiw lbinarvl

-0.0 88

-0.517

-0.019

-0 0359

-1.678-02

U¡ba¡ (binarv)

-0.073

-0.493

-0.029

-0.0291

-2.R1F.-O).

Ru¡al (binarv)

-0.269

-2.01

5

-0. 102

-0.107

-8.54F-02

3.90E-05

1.089

0.042

1.558-05

4.05F-02

Hish School (%'

2.218

2.026

0.'t73

0.9082

0.724

Post Secondarv Educatioî (yo\

1.232

I 294

0.77 5

0.491 I

0.'7

2.729

.2.69',7

NAME

Population densþ

Constant

MCFADDEN (Pseudo)

R-SQUARE

-2

R4

aggreEate

0.649
7

.60F-02

05

-2.60',1

.543

Data Sources: Author's calculations, Statistics Canada, Irmovation in the Food processing
lndustry Survey, 2001 Census of Population.

6

For calculation, please refer to Appendix D
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Table 16 Probit regression of firms reporting process in¡ovation (coded 1) or not (coded
Canada, 2001-200
Weighted

VARIABLE
NAME

Est. Cof.

T-ratio

Elasticity al
mears

Marginal
Effect

aggregate

elasticitv

Size ( # ofemplovees

0.201

954

0.65'7

0.0621

0.6'736

Owne¡ship (binarv

-0.01 5

-0.094

-0.017

.0.0046

-0.0164

Price Com¡etition lscalel

-0.005

-0.055

-0.017

-0.00 r 5

-0.0163

Product Comoetition (Scale ì

0.148

1.551

o.425

0.0457

0.4146

Unive¡sitr lbinaw)

0.211

1.t29

0.06

0.0652

0.0573

Urban lbinarvì

0.034

0.211

0.018

0.0105

0.0180

Rural (binarv)

-0.0'76

-0.524

-0.038

-0.0235

-0.0134

182F.-05

0.4'72

0.026

0

0.0260

Hieh School l%)

0.468

0.3 9

0.209

0.1446

0.2029

Post Secondarv Educatiotl (Vn'

0.116

0 115

0.096

0.0358

0_0913

L 837

-1.696

-2.51

Population densitv

Constant

MCFADDEN (Pseudo)

R-SOUARE

2.4034

.4825

Data sources: Author's calculations, Statistics canada, Innovation in the Food proceising
Industry Survey, 2001 Census ofPopulation.

Table 17 Probit regression of firms reporting innovation (coded 1) or not (coded 0)
2001-2003
Weighted

VARIABLE
NAME

Elasticity at

Marginaì

aggIegate

Est. Cof.

I-ratio

means

Effect

elasticitv

Size f # ofemnloveesì

0.2t6

4.049

0.776

0.203

0.8073

C)wnershin lbinarvì

0.106

0.62s

0.13'7

0.0997

0.1307

Price Competition (scale)

0.025

0.2'7

0.095

0.0235

0 0914

Product ComÞetition (Scale)

0.029

0.289

0.093

0.2'72

0.0892

0.153

0.009

o o2R),

0.0086

Univeßiw {binarv)
Urban fbinarv)

-0.07 4

-0.438

-0.043

-0.0696

-0.0422

Rural (binarv)

-0,155

1.025

-0.085

-0.1458

"0.0724

2.23F-05

0.547

0,03 4

2.10E,05

0.0346

0.6'71

0.5 3

0.328

0.631

0.3 199

0.25

0.234

0.227

0.235

0.2136

-2.017

171

3.028

Population density

Hish School l%)
Post Secondary Education (%)

Constant

MCFADDEN (Pseudo)

R-SQUARE

-2 R822,

.5063

Canada,

Industry Survey,2001 Census of Population
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the Food Proc essmg

Table 15 shows that size, rurality and the supply of local high school educated
wo¡kers are signìficant at the 0.05 confidence level because thei¡ t-values are higher than

critical value which is 1-645. There are many different methods to interpret these results.
However, Shazam's website indicates that the sign of an estimated coefficient gives the

direction of the effect of a change in the explanatory variable on the probability of

a

success (an obserwation at one). The positive estimated coefficient on size suggests that

a¡

increase

in number of

employees working

in each establishment gives a higher

probability of producing a product i¡rovation. The same can be said about the effect of
regional high school education levels.

on the other hand, rural has a reverse

compare to size a¡d high school. However,

it is important to remembe¡ that

effect

,.estimated

coefficients do not have a direct economic interpretation." Most economists use marginal
effects and elasticities to report tl.reir results. An elasticity gives the percentage change in

probability of a success in response to a one percentage change in the explanatory
variable. Since the elasticities vary for every observation, it is desirable to report

a

summary measure. It has been reported that a convenient summafy measure is to evaluate
the elasticity at the sample means of the explanatory va¡iables (Hilt, Griffiths and Judge,
2001). This measule is reported as elasticity at means on the shazam estimation output. It
has been suggested that this method is not perfect since "the elasticities are nonlinear

functions of the observed data there is no guarantee that the probit function will pass
through the point defined by the sample average" (Hill, Griffiths and Judge, 2001). To fix

this problem, Hensher and Joh¡son (1981) argue that the elasticity at means measure
tends to over-estimate the probability response to a change

in an explanatory

variable.

These authors recommend evaluating the elasticities at every observation and then
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constructing a weighted average where the predicted probabilities are the weights. This
measure is also reported on the Shazam output.

It

has also been suggested that the marginal effect

is very good

economic

indicator for binary exogenous va¡iables. This is arises from the fact that estimates ofthe
marginal effect are calculated by rescaling the estimated coefficients (Hili, Griffiths and

Judge, 2001). This means that the scale factor varìes

with

observed vaÌues for

explanatory variables. Shazam has suggested that, "for reporting purpose, the scale factor
can be evaluated at the sample means

ofthe explanatory variables,, (Shazam).

For example the high school coefficient ca¡r be interpreted, on average, as a one
percent increase in number of individuals with high school education in each CCS region

would lead to a 0.9082 increase in probability of product innovation. However, this
method of reporling has some downfalls. The interpretation of marginal effect is only
meaningful when the explanatory variable is continuous (Hill, Griffrths and Judge,2001).

Variables such as the budget devoted to R&D, the budget devoted to acquiring the latest
technology or the amount ofmoney spent on staff training are all continuous.

However, marginal effect is a good indicator in interpreting the effect of dummy

variables on the probability

of

innovations.

Hill,

Griff,rths and Judge (200i) have

recommended using the probabilities for a tlpical case. This implies that marginal effect

for a dummy variable can be obtained by subtracting the probability values when the
dummy variable is equal to 0 and 1. The correct way for dummy variables is not to
compute the difference between marginal effects but between predicted probability; that
is

Pr(51)=F(bx) for x:1

and

x:0,

and other values at thei¡ sample means.
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Using the weighted aggegate elasticity measÌre, the Shazam output for the first

model for product innovation shows that, on average, a one percent increase in size
measure

of the fltm gives a 0.649 percent increase in the probability of producing

a

product innovation, holding all else consta¡t. In addition, using the weighted aggregate
elasticity measure, a one percent increase in the number of individuals with a high school

education

in

producing

a product innovation, holding all else constant.

each CCS region gives a 0.724 percent increase

in the probability of

Furthermore, using the

marginal effect, a firm that is located in a rural area, (this implies that firm would receive
one for rural dummy variable) on average, would lead to a 0.107 decrease in probability

of product innovation, holding all else constant. In addition, price competition and post
secondary education are significant at 0.10 confidence level. Using weighted aggregated

elasticity, a one percent increase in the price competition score would increase the
probability ofproduct i¡urovation by 0.274.In addition, a one percent increase in number
of individuals with a post secondary education in each CCS region gives a 0.705 percent
increase in the probability ofproducing a product innovation, holding all else constant.

Table 16 shows that size is significant at a 0.05 confidence level and product
competition is signifrcart at 0.10 confidence level. Using weighted aggregale elasticity
measure, this result can be interpreted as: on aveÍage, a one percent increase in the size
score of the frrm gives a 0.67 4 percenT increase in the probability of producing a process

innovation. Holding all else constant and on average, a one percent increase in

the

product competition intensity would increase the probability of product innovation by
0.4146.
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Table l7 shows that size is once again significant at 0.05 confìdence level. Thís
implies that a one percent increase in the size score of the firm gives a 0.807 percent
increase in the probability ofproducing an innovation, holding aÌl else constant.

10.2 Survey of Innovation
10.2.1 Descriptive statistics

Table 18 and Table 19 show the mean and standard deviation for exogenous
variables for product innovation and process innovations, respectively, using the data of

the Survey of Innovation. Innovation was again measured according to the rate of any
innovation in the last three years. Table 18 shows that, on average, innovative firms had

higher budgets for research and development as well as mo¡e financial resources for
training and acquiring the latest technologies and machineries than non-innovative firms.

For instance, those firms that reported product innovation spent on average $166,145
more on research and development per year than those firms that did not report any
innovation. Furthermore, in¡ovative firms spent more on acquiring and buying the latest

techlologies and machineries which are needed for producing innovations. From Table
18, it was shown that i¡novative firms spent 5104,442 per year more on equipment and
machineries than non-imovative firms. In addition, the labor force in imovative hrms
had more individuals with bachelor's degrees than non-innovative firms. Three quarters

of innovative lìrms claim that the highest education level in their organization was a
bachelor's degree where only one half of non-innovative firms make the same claim.
Furthermore, innovative firms have more workers with post secondary education than

non-imovative hrms: 87 percent of innovative firms claim that the highest education
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level

in their organization is post secondary education where 75 percent of

non-

innovative firms make the same claim.
able ì8 Descriptive
Dependent
Producl
lndependent
Budsel
Eouinment

statisrics lor product imr rvation in Canada.2004
Yes
No
Observation 30
Observation T6
Mean
S.D.
Mean
S.D
257770
571510
91625
168140
240130
55 8880
99688
t56420
Trainins
27s03
45801
1787s
62350
Hish School
0.i33
0.346
0.250
0.447
Bachelor Decree
0.733
0.450
0.563
0.512
Master Desree
0.133
0.346
0. 188
0.403
Source: Agricultural Policy Research Networ , Survey
nnovation

Table 19 shows the mean and standard deviation for food processing firms with
process innovations

in the Survey of InnovatiÕn. The same pattems were observed here

but the results ars more varied. Non process innovative hrms on average spent only
$4,000 per year on research and development, $43,333 per year on new equipment and
machinery and only 5111.11 per year on training. These values are small fractions ofthe
resources spent by innovative fìrms. Innovative firms reported that on average they spent

5247,660 per year on research and development, $227,270 per yea¡ on acquiring
machinery and equipment and $30,003 per year on training. These values indicate that
innovative firms spent the money necessary to carry out new a¡d irurovative activities.
However, in¡ovative hrms do not have an advantage over non-innovative firms when it
comes to education levels. Innovative and non-innovative firms had a similar percentage

of firms were the highest degree was bachelor's degrees.
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Table I 9 l)escri

ve statisl ics

imovatio nln Cmada,2004

for

DeÞendent

Yes
No
observation 37
Observati on 9
Indenendent
Mean
S.D,
Mean
S.D.
247660
520500
4000
L 1610
Budget
Eouinment
227270
509720
43333
63818
Trainins
30003
s6186
t11.110
333.330
0.441
Hish School
0.762
0.374
0.222
Bachelor Deffee
0.676
0.415
0.667
0.500
Master Degree
0.162
0.374
0.111
0.333
Source: Agricultural Policy Research Network, Swvey of Innovation
Process

10.2.2

Probit results

Tables 20 and 21 show the results of the estimated probit equations for product
and process in¡ovation in food processing firms sampled in the Survey of innovation for

Westem Canada. The most note\¡/orthy highlight ofthis output is that all the variables in

this equation are insignihcant in explaining the probability of ir¡rovation at

0.05

in product innovation

and

conhdence levels. However, the bachelor degree dummy

training expenditures in process innovation are significant at 0.10 confidence level. This
implies that having at least one worker with a bachelor degree (dummy takes on the value

of 1) within the firm gives it a 0.247 percent

increase

product innovation, holding all else constart.
increase

in the probability of producing

In addition, on

a

average, a one percent

in the budget devoted for training of the staff within the firm gives a .0334

percent decrease in the probability of producing a process innovation, holding all else
constant.
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Table 20 Probit regression for product innovation (coded 1) or not (coded 0) in Westem
Provinces of Canada. 2004

VARIABLE
NAME

Estimated
Coefficient

Elasticity
T-ratio

at means

Marginal
Effect

Weighted
aggregaïe
ela sticitv

Budset

8.898-07

0,895

0.093

2.97F-01

4.888-02

F.nli¡menf

7.29F-07

0.827

0-073

2.438-01

4.1 8E-02

-0.015

3.84E-08

r.r7E-02

Traininp

r

.

15E-06

Bachelor f)esree

0.7 41

1.373

0.261

0.247

2.53E-01

Master l)esree

0.193

0.26

0.015

0.0645

1.54F'02

Constanl

-0.345

-0.691

-0.1 8 r

1.768-01

MCFADDEN(Pseudo)R-SOUARE 0.874128-01
Data Sources: Author's Calculations and the Agdcultural Policy Research Network,
Survey of lnnovation.
Table 21 Probit regression for process imovation (coded 1) or not (coded 0) in Western
Provinces o
2004

mearìs

Marginal
Effect

Weighted
aggregate
elastìcitv

t.046

0.838

0

1.89E-02

-2.51F-06

1.086

-14s,99

0

r.56F-02

9.468-04

L505

0.471

0

3.348-02

Bachelor Desree

2.172

0.78s

0.302

0

0.2432'1

Master Desree

L6r4

0.587

0.506

0

3.838-02

-2.366

-0.856

-144.49

VARIABLE
NAME

Estimated
Coefficient

T-ratio

Budset

2.038-0s

Equinment

Trainins

Constant

Elasticitv at

MCFADDENIPseudo)R-SOUARE

-0.32595

0.60338
Data Sources: Author's Calculations and the Agricultural Policy Research Network,
Survey of Innovation.
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Chapter 11: Conclusion
Thìs thesis failed

to

generally support the hypothesis that higher regional

education levels would increase the rate of innovation in food processing frrms in
Canada.

At a regional level, it was found that having a large population with high school

education

will

have a more profound effect on the ¡ate

of

innovation than having

individuals with post secondary education. As a result, this paper failed to support the
hypothesis that hìgher education in food processing firms in Canada will lead to a higher

innovation rate.
The second objective of this paper was to evaluate the difference on the rate of
product and process innovation between firms located in urban, intermediate and rural
settings. The results in this paper are not conclusive regarding this objective. The probit
results using the Innovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey show that urban and

ru¡al dummies had the same negative effect on the rate of innovations in food processing

fi¡ms when compared to an jntermediate urban setting, but the rural coefficient

was

significant for product innovations.

The Schumpeter model used in this thesis predicts that increasing the resources
devoted to in¡ovation would increase the rate

of innovation within the frrms. Many

scholars argue that education and training would increase the stock of knowledge within

the firms and this ultimately would increase the rate of innovation. However, this thesis

did strongly not support these arguments. In other words, increasing the education level
within the firm may not shift the PVI curve in Schumpeter's model. The ¡esults from this
thesis fail to show that education plays a significant role in the rate of irinovation.

10

The results in this paper do not completely reflect innovation propensity in the
food processing sector in canada. To truly understand the rate of innovation in the food
processing sector, many different variables could be evaluated such ownership structure,
management, future outlook on the ma¡ket, the CEO's vision of the company, market

structure, ìndustry competition, level of technology and much more. The irurovation
process is a complex function with several feedback loops (Kilne and Rosenberg, 1986).

It would be inappropriate to assume that by looking at one or two variables,

one can

understand the rate of innovation in the food processing sector in Canada. McNamara,

Weiss and Wittkopp (2003) have shown that for a f,rrm to be successful

i¡

innovation,

many factors within the firms must work in harmony.

However, results from this thesis, and future research, may provide guidelines for
future policies for ìmproving the rate of imovation in food processing plants in Canada.
The first and most important step is to demonstrate the importance of innovation for any

food processing firms. The fact that very few firms invested in innovation shows t]ìat
food processing firms do not vìew innovation and innovation activities as vital parts of

their operation. This thesis shows that innovation was not given a high priority among
food processing firms in Canada.

This thesis shows that the majority of food processing firms that completed the
Ir¡rovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey are located in non-urban areas. From
a

technological development standpoint, a prominent shortcoming of rural regions seems

to be their low potential to even adopt innovation because of a lack of capital a¡d various
types of infrastructure. These regions have few opportunities

practices which,

in tum, prevent technological

11

to conÊont global

best

progress. Without investment in

infrastructure and modern equipment, the gap between rural and urban areas will likely
exparìd.

Future research is needed to fairly assess the effect of education on the rate of

in¡ovation in food processing frms in Canada. Future research using linked sou¡ces in
Statistics Canada has a unique opportunity to explore the effectiveness of human capital

investment

at the hrm level including the contribution of education to

regional

development, innovation and productivity. That work would benefit public and private

sectors because education rates
effectiveness of the work force.

for a regional labor supply may be

impacting the

It is very important to understand the significance of

education because knowledge is "now the most versatile a¡d the most important of all the
factors of production, whether we can measure it or not. Knowledge has now become the
real capital of a developed economy (Berkowitz,2001)."
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Appendix A: Survey of Innovation, Agricultural Policy Research
Network,2005

Q1. For reg¡onal identification, pleâse provide the first three digits of
your postal code:

Text

uz. vvnat year was your Dustness eslaDlsneo

Year

1

Q3a. ls your business privately owned-,

1- Yes
0 - Other

Q3b. Other
Q3c. ls your bus¡ness a foreign affil¡ate/partner of a lvlultinational
Enterprise (MNE)?

1-Yes
0-No

Q3d. ls your bus¡ness a parent for an aff¡l¡ate ¡n a foreign country?

'I - Yes

Q4. Does your business provide contract services to other fÌrms or
organizat¡ons?
Q5. Do other firms or organizations prov¡de contract serv¡ces to your
business?

0-No
1-Yes
0-No
1-Yes
0-No

Qsb. lf yes, list the types of contracted services and the reasons why
you contracl oul.

Text

Q6a. What products do you produce?

Text
Text
Text

Q7. ln which geograph¡c markets did your business sell and
purchase goods or services during the three years 2002 Io 2004?

Q7a1, Percentage Total Sales (Local)
Q7a2. Percentage Total Purchases (Local)

0.0 - 100.0

Q7b1 . Percentage Total Sales (within Province)

0.0 - 100.0

Q7b2. Percentage Total Purchases (w¡th¡n Prov¡nce)

0,0 - 100.0

QTcl. Percentage Total Sales (outside of Province)

U,U

.

IUU.U

Q7c2. Percentage Total Purchases (outside of Province)

U.U

-

IUU.U

0.0 - 100.0

8l

-

Q7d1. Percentage Total Sales (United States)

0.0

Q7d2. Percentage Total Purchases (United States)

0.0 - 1 00,0

Q7e1. Percentage Total Sales (except US)

0.0

Q7e2. Percentage Tota¡ Purchases (except US)

0.0 - 100.0

Q8. lf your business exports, please rank the top three countries
based on sales revenue.

Texl

-

100.0

100.0

Text
Text
Q9. lf your business does not export please ¡ndicate why.

Boolean (1
TRUE, O =
FALSE)

QV. Ulner

I

ext

Q10a. During the three years
introduce:

1 - Yes (new to
business)

Product Innovat¡on

2 - Yes (new to

market)

0-No
1 - Yes (new to
business)
2 - Yes (new to
market)

0-No
1 - Yes (new to
business)
2 - Yes (new to
market)

0-No
business)
2 - Yes (new to
market)

0-No
1 - Yes (new to
business)
2 - Yes (new to
market)

0-No

Ql 0f. Process lnnovat¡on

Texl

Q1 1 . lf you are a parent company of a
your foreign aff¡liate with innovations?

affll¡ate, did you supply

Q] 1 b. lf yes, what was the estimated R&D value associated
Q11c. Don't know

three years 2002 to 2004, did your business
undertake the follow¡ng innovation act¡vities?

Q]3. Dur¡ng the three years 2002 to

1 - Not important

business's innovation activities were each of the follow¡ng as a
source of ìnformation or new ¡deas? Please also ind¡cate if they
worked with you on the innovation activ¡t¡es.

2Degree of lmportance

45-Very

w¡th you (n/a for a, b, k, l)

deveìoped the product

1

- l\4ainly your business

2 - Your parent MNE or Your foreign Affìliate
3 - Your business together with other
bus¡nesses or ¡nstitutions
4 - Mainly other private businesses or

institutions
5 - Mainly other public businesses or institutions

Q15. Who developed the process

innovations?

2 - Your parent MNE or Your foreign Affìliate
3 - Your business together with other

busìnesses or institut¡ons
4 - Mainly olher private businesses or

instilutions
5 - Mainly other public bus¡nesses or institutions
16. What degree of impact did new
or significantly improved
goods/services or processes
developed and introduced during the

0-n/a
1

- Low lmpact

83

three year per¡od between 2002 and
2004 have on your business?
2004, how damaging were the
fol¡owing factors ¡n hampering your
innovation activities or projects or
influencing a decision not to innovate?

2?_

45-Very

Q18. During the three years 2002 to
2004, how damaging were the
following factors for hampering your
competitiveness with in your industry?

0-n/a
'I - Not Damaging

2J-

45 - Very damag¡ng
Q1

L

Dur¡ng the three years 2002 to

l- Yes

2004, did your business

0-No

Q20. During the three years 2002 to
2004 did your bus¡ness use any of the
following types of programs
sponsored by the federal or provincial

1 - Federal Government
2 - Prov¡nc¡al Government

3 - Did not use Government program

Oovernments?

- Federa¡ Government
2 - Provincial Government
3 - Did not use Government program
1

Text

Q21 , What was the number of full time equivalent (FTE) staff

Numeric

employed by your business?

Qzz, Were you

ra

jsed locally (within 10okm of the bus¡ness's

locat¡on)?

'I - Yes

0-No

Q23. Are you the manager ofthis business or of a research ând
development department within the business?

1 - Yes, General

Manager

2 - Yes, l\4anager of Research

and Deve¡opment
0 - No, I am ne¡ther of the

(l24. What

is the highest education level of you or any of your

employees?

'I - Less than h¡gh school
2 - High school graduate
3 - Post-secondary degree ot

diploma

was your business's total revenue for the three yeârs

1-$0-$250,000
2 - $250,000 - $1,000,000
3 - $1,000,000 - $2,000,000
4 - $2,000,000 - $s,000,000
5 - $5,000,000 - $10,000,000
6 - > $10,000,000

Appendix B: The Correlation Coefficients Matrix
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1. Product

2. Process
3. Innovation

4. Size
5. Ownership
6. Price Competition
7. Product competition
8. University
9. U¡ba¡
10. Rural
1 1 . Intermediate
12. Population
13. Less than high school
14. High school
15. University Degree
16. Non-university Degree
17. Post secondary but no degree
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Appendix C: lnnovation in the Food Processing Industry Survey,
Statistics Canada, 2003
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Appendix D: Probit Marginal EffectT
The probit model is expressed as:

Prob(y

: i) : @(xiF )

Where Õ(.) is the notation defining the cumulative distribution for a standard
normal random va¡iable. This model is known as the probit model. The probit name was

first used in the biometrics literature and this term is now generally used to describe it.
The use of these models in biometrics predates their use in econometrics by many
decades.

In many applications the set of independent variables

(regressors) consist of

continuous and,/or binary (dummy) variables. The interpretation of the probit coefficients

for contiruous variables requires the calculation of marginal effects. In general,

the

marginal effect for probit model takes the following form:

q*=!:
Where

F(.)

#:r(xo)xÞ*

denotes the cumulative distribution function and f(

) is the

corresponding probability density function for either the normal probit distribution. The

role of the probability density function in this case is to hanslate the coefficient into
probability points, since the density is actually measured in probabilþ points.
The irrterpretation of probit coeffrcient for binary/dummy explanatory va¡iables
requires the calculation

of impact effects. This requíres a slightly different set of

calculations than for the marginal effects.
7

The section was provided by Dr. Barry Reilty Apptied Econometrics course, University of Sussex,
EngÌand
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The marginal effect for the probit model is given by:

âproÞ(y =1) _

dxk

g
dx-k

:

Þt*;p) *p_

Where Q(.) denoted the probability density function for the standard normal. The

probability density function gives the height of the cüve at the relevant index value¡,8.

In order to compute the marginal effect we need to specify the value and this is generally
taken to be at the mean of the explanatory variables. The marginal effect is than simply
the gradient of the standard normal CDF at this mean value.

In this section, I will

calculate and show the procedure that

is

needed for

computing the marginal effect for budget in product innovation in survey of in¡rovation.
The procedure for other va¡iables follows the same pattem.

The first set in calculating the marginal effect is to compute a mean value for the
standardized probit index. This computed as:

Prob(y=1)=O(0.345+8.898-07Budget+7.298-01 Equipment-1.158-06Training+
0.741 Bachelor degree + 0.193 Master Degree)

Now, the mean for each variable will be added into the equation
= -0.34s+ (8.898-07. 2s7 ,770) + (7 .29F-07 . 240,130)
0.733) + (0.193 . 0.133) = 0.s96

-

(1.1 sE-06 . 27 ,s03) +

(0.74r

Note that this thesis did not use sample means. Instead this thesis used the means

for the group that reported innovation to

see the effect

of change in variable on

probabìlity of innovation. This method is not wrong, but

it is

the

generally accepted that

marginal effects are assessed at sample means. This implies that the interpretation is
diffe¡ent when means for a specific group ofobservations are used.
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statistics for firms
Denendent
Yes

Product
Observation 30
Independent
Mean
S.D.
Budget
257770
571510
F,ouinmenf
240130
558880
Trainins
27503
45801
Hieh School
0.133
0.346
Bachelor Desree
0.733
0.450
Master Depree
0.133
0.346
urce: Agricultural Policy Research Network,

rìnovation in Canada. 2
No
Observation I6
Mean
S.D.
91.625
168140
99688
t56420
1787s
623s0
0.250
0.441
0.563
0.512
0.188
0.403
oflnnovatio 2004

Thaq the marginal effect for an infinitesimal change in Budget spending
probability ofproducing

:

a

the

product innovation in the probit regression model is given by:

O

(0.se6)

.t

Y:-:1,:"0

r34 x 8.8e8-07

It pays dividend here to explain the calculation that is need to get 0.334. The standard
normal density function is:

f(z):
so

f(0 596) :

(1 / (2n)5¡ s{ sarù
(1 I (218)s)

= 0.344

ec5(0se6*05e6)

